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The following fairly extensive investigation is based on material from a number 
of souroes:-

(i) By far the largest portion consists of a collection made by Dr. Baini Pra
shad in Central and Western India in June and July, 1917. These were 
the regions of India about whose earthworm fauna we knew least; and 
Dr. Prashad very kindly at my suggestion gave up a month of his vaca
tion to making the collection. My best thanks are due to hin1 for the 
expenditure of so much time, and for the large amount of labour in
volved in visiting so many different localities. The other collections 
are much smaller, and comprise-

(ii) One from Seistan and certain localities in the North-West Frontier Pro
vince and the Punjab, Inade by Dr. Annandale and Mr. S. W. Keulp 
in the course of their mollusc survey in Nov., 1918-Jan., 1919; this 
consists largely of fresh-water worlns. 

(iii) One from the Western Ghats, also of small fresh-water wornlS, by Dr. 
Annandale in March, 1918. 

(iv) One from Rajputana in 1918, by the Agent to the Governor-General, Col. 
J. Manners-Smith. 

(v) A number of tubes brought back by Dr. Baini Prashad froln the Natural 
History Society of Bombay. 

(vi) A small oollection from the Garo Hills in Assam, by Mr. Kelnp, ill ~July-

August, 19I7. 
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(vii) One from the Darjiling District in the Eastern Himalayas, by Drs. Annan
dale and Grayely in October, ~917' 

(viii) A few specimens from Shillong in Assam, collected by Dr. Annandale in 
April, 1918. 

(ix) A few specimens sent at various times from Lucknow by Mr. G. S. Thapar. 

The collections, including the types of new species, are now in the possession of 
the Indian Museum, with the exception of a few tubes which I am retaining for histo-

logical work in the future. 
A considerable number of the species encountered are new, as was to be expected 

from the fact that the territory explored was mostly new or little worked. I have 
also met with a number of species previously described by other workers from single 
or ill-preserved specimens, and have sometimes been able to improve our knowledge 
of them. It can scarcely be said however that the results of the present investiga
tion include anything of the first order of importance,-it is now too late to expect 
this. There are notable additions to the genera Perionyx, Octochaetu,s, and E1tdicho
gaster. Perionyx must now be held to have a definite territory of its own' in West
ern India, in addition to its head-quarters in the E. Himalayas; Octochaet1t8 is to be 
recognized as an endemic and dominant genus in West and Central India.; the limits 
of the Eudichogaster territory however remain where t.hey were established by 
Michaelsen in 1909 (3). Eudichogaster is the characteristic earthworln of Central 
India. New species of Perionyx will still be brought from the Himalayas; new 
species of Megascolex from the South, and of Eudichogaster from Central India; but 
the main features of the Indian earthworm fauna ~re now fairly well defined. 

Perionyx sansibaricus turns out to be one of the common earthworms of West
ern India, whence doubtless it was transferred to Zanzibar, where it ,vas first found. 

The new Hoplochaetella raises some interesting points of 1110rphology and phylo
geny, and helps to show,-what is illustrated by other parts of the paper also, and 
indeed, I suppose, by the experience of systematists in general,-that the smaller our 
material, the more precise and satisfactory is our systematic work. Here as else
where increase of kno.wledge brings sorrow and trouble, and where before we walked 
confidently as in the daylight, we hesitate and feel befogged. 

I have previously had several opportunities,-nlore, perhaps, than have fallen to 
the lot of other workers,-of examining the curious gilled Branchiura sowerbyi, and 
have been interested in meeting it once again~ this time from Lucknow. Though 
several workers (Beddard, Michaelsen, ahd myself) had previously sectioned the 
animal, the possibility of the protrusion of the ectal portion of the atrium as a rela
tively long penis was not suspected until recently. Several of the specinlens from 
Lucknow had both penes protruded and visible on the surface. 

A new M egascolide~ from the Western Ghats, and a previously imperfectly 
known Glyphidrilus now found at Lucknow, are interesting in view of the rarity of 
th~se genera in India. .A Draw ida, of a distinct variety, is one of the common 
worms of Bombay City and neighbourhood; the genus is otherwise almost confined 
to t·he South and to the E. Himalayas. 
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Farn. NAIDIDAE. 

Genus C h a e tog as t e r 
Chaetogaster bengalensis, Annand. 

195 

Five miles S.E. of Nasratabad, Seistan, E. Persia. Sm~ll pool in the desert; water fresh but 
turbid, bottom muddy with a fairly rich growth of Potamogeton and reeds, mostly in a dying 
oondition. The specimens were on Limnaea gedrosiana var. rectilabrum, Allnand. and Prashad, 
26-xii-1918. N. Annstndale and S. W. Kemp. 

Peshawar, N.-W.F.P.; on Limnaeaacuminata. 12-i-1919. N. Nnnandale. Several specimens. 
Kalpani stream, near Nowshera, N.-W.F.P.; on Limnaea acuminata. 13-i-1919. N. Annan

dale. Four specimens. 
Madhopur: Gurdaspur District, Punjab; on Limnaea acu1ninata. 27-i-1919. N. Annandale. 

Forty-nine specimens taken out of the mantle cavity of a single individual of Li'mnaea. 
Satara Fort, W. Ghats; ca. 3,300 ft. 4-iii-1918. N. Annandale. On Limnaea chla.'mys, 

Benson. 

The specimens from the Western Ghats and from Seistan were examined in SOUle 
detail. 

There is somet.imes, in preseryed specimens, a constriction. between the pharyn
geal region and the rest of the body. The length of the setae of segment ii is com
monly 120p., of the rest 6op.. In all the batches, 15 and r6 setae were quite com
monly found in a single bundle. 

The appearance of the" crop" is rather characteristic, owing to its complete 
investment of chloragogen cells. These have the arrangement of paving stones, lying 
side by side, and well demarcated from each other by linear intervals. The entrance 
to the crop is marked, as in the specimens from the Inle Lake (14), by a ring of tall 
cells which project into the lumen. 

The lateral commissural vessels in the oesophageal region are never swollen 01' 

heart .. like. The dorsal vessel, on the other hand, is often dilated just behind the 
origin of these commissures. 

The species appears to have a wide distribution, and to be the prevailing COlll

mensal of Limnaea. It thus takes the place in India of O. lirnnaei, which is found 
in a similar association in Europe; Michaelsen has ho,vever found o. limnaei on a 
specimen of Limnaea from the Kumaon District (Central Hbnalayas) (3). Last year I 
identified several specimens from a sponge (Ephydatia fluviatilis) from the lule Lake as 
doubtfully belonging to O. limnaei (14) ; through the kindness of Dr. Annandale I have 
recently had the advantage of comparing my examples of this form ,vith a specinlen 
of O. limnaei sent to the Indian Museunl by Dr. J. H. Ashworth of Edinburgh; 
but I am still unable to say definitely that the lnle ,vorms either are 01' are not 
O. Zimna~i. The identification of these small wornlS from preserved material only 
is, as I have previously explained (12), often both difficult cl,nd extremely hazardous. 

Ohaetogaster spongillae, Anl1and. 
Khandala; \V. Ghats; from sponge (Spong£Ua crateriformis) in artificial tnnks uHtde by daIll

ming stream; bottom,-mud over rocks; some stones; weeds fairly abundant. 6-iii·1918 
N. Annandale. 
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The length of a chain of two individuals was from 47 to '7 mm., the diameter 
'IS mm. The head is relatively small in this species, ahd, as has previously been 
described, the upper lip projects forwards in front of the mouth~ forming a short 
prostomium. There is a slight constriction between the pharyngeal region and the 
rest of the body. The number of setae -in the first bundle was five or six, in those 
that follow four, and towards the hinder end three or fewer. I could not detect any 
difference in the thickness of the terminal prongs (in a previous description I have 
noted the distal prong as being the thinner); the length and other proportions are 
the same as those I formerly gave (7). Chloragogen cells are absent on the crop. 
n = 8, as before. 

Chaetogaster punjabensis, Stephenson (?). 

Nasratabad, Seistan, E. Persia; water-channel in Consulate Garden. Nov. and Dec. 1918. 
N. Annandale and S. W. Kemp. 

A single specimen was found among a number of examples of Nais communis var. 
punjabensis in association with colonies of the Polyzoon Lophopodella.(see below). 
The association was no doubt quite fortuitous. 

Here again it is impossible to speak with certainty; the small size, and distinct 
and relatively long oesophagus of the specimen, are characteristics of O. punjabensis. 
The numbers of setae peI.' bundle a_ppear to be rather smaller here, and I could not 
follow the dorsal and ventral vessels forwards beyond the anterior end of the crop in 
a glycerine' Inount of the specimen; I also failed to distinguish any refractile body 
in the cerebral ganglion, though this is a/ notable feature, at least of living speci
mens. 

The specimen was in a late stage of sexual maturity; the cHtellum was present, 
and there was a mass of ova in the middle of the body; the animal was much swol
len in this middle region. In the Punjab the Naid wornlS mostly become sexual at 
the ·beginning of the hot weather,-April and May; but this specimen was taken in 
Seistan in the early part of the cold weather. 

Genus Nai s 
Nais communis, Piguet var. punjabensis, Stephenson. 

Nasratabad, Seistan; water-channel in Consulate Garden; water fresh but turbid, bottom 
muddy with a scanty growth of weeds. Nov. ~nd Dec. 1918. N. Annandale and S. W. Kemp. 
Numerous specimens. 

Open pool in the reed-beds of the Hamun-i-Helmand, a few miles east of I .. ab-i-Baring, Seistan. 
Water very slightly brackish, fairly clear, about five feet deep; bottom muddy with a luxuriant 
growth of Potamogeton pectinatu8. 8-xii-1918. N. Annandale and S. W. Kemp. Three specimens. 

Peshawar) N.-W.F .. P.; on Limnaea ac'Uminata. 12-i-UH9. N. Annandale. A single sp~ci-
men. 

Khandalla, W. Ghats; in algae on cliff kept wet by spray of a small waterfall. I 7-9-iii-1918. 
N. Annandale. Two tubeR, five specimens in one, four in the other. 

1 N. AnnandaJe, Reo. Ind. MU8. XVI, p. 121 (1919). 
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The specilD:en from Peshawar occurred along with Ohaetogaster bengalen8i,y; its 
presence in this association was probaply accidental. 

Dr. Annandale's note on the worms from Nasratabad runs :-" Oligochaetes in 
relatively long mucilaginous tubes intertwine? with stems of weed. A colony of the 
Polyzoon Lophopodella attached to each tube." Of the two glass tubes in which the 
N asratabad specimens were sent to me, one contained worms only, the other some 
fragments of weed, and several colonies of Lophopodella, each attached to a soft bro\vn
ish tube. I found the worms on the fragments of weed, but there were none still 
remaining in the tubes to which the Polyzoon colonies adhered. I have found this 
worm in numbers in tubes in Lahore (5), but the tubes in this case were appa
rently those of insect larvae, not rnanufactured by the worms themselves. 

The specimens from the Western Ghats are possibly a separate variety. The 
dorsal needles are in the var. P1knjabensis finely forked; though barely or not at all 
distinguishabl~ with the ordinary high power, the forking is quite evident on exam
ination with the oil immersion, when the needles lie in a favourable position. In 
these specimens I thought I detected a trace of bifurcation in a few cases on close 
observation, but in many the forking seemed quite definitely to be absent. 

Nais paraguayensis, Mchlsn. 

Plate IX, fig. I. 

Gwaliot, Central India; in a pond, attached to Hydrilla and other debris; 18-vi·1917. B. 
Prashad. Three specimens. 

This species has previously been recorded from Calcutta and from Sirsiah in 
Bihar by Michaelsen, and from Lahore by me. The species seems to be rather vari
able. The present specinlens were from 4·5 to 7·5 mm. in length, and consisted of 
from 29 to 56 segments, without any sign of a budding zone. The ventral setae 
are three or four per bundle; in the body generally the prongs are eq ual in length, 
but the outer is only two-thirds or even half the thickness of the inner. In the first 
four seta-bearing segments both prongs seem to be longer .and thinner than in more 
posterior segments, but the relative thicknesses are nlaintained; the outer prong is 
slightly longer than the inner; the shaft is also slightly thinner than in succeeding 
segments. 

The dorsal bundles consist usually of one hair and one needle; two needles 111ay 
occur, and also two hairs, in which case one is much shorter than the other. There 
are slight variations from the typical form among the needles; in one case the smaller 
outer prong was itself bifid; in another the longer prong was slightly bent out\vards 
towards the smaller; in one specimen the outer prong was regularly very ShOl;t (fig. I, 

a and b). 
var. aequalis, var. nov. 

Plate IX, fig. 2. 

Saugor, Central Provinces; in a large Jake, attached to leaves. 20-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A 
single specimen, in spirit, and one preserved and fiattened in glycerine on a slide at thf" ti me of 
capture. 
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The spirit specimen is 3 oS mm. in length, and '23 mm. in thickness; it has 34 
segments, with a short region posteriorly in which segm~nts a:r:e not yet different.i
ated. There is no budding zone. 

The prostomium is nloderately large and long; its length is equal to its breadth at 
the base, and it is rounded anteriorly. There are no eyes. The anus is dorsal. 

The dorsal setal bundles begin in seglnent vi. They consist of one hair and 
one needle seta,-never nlore than one of either. The hairs have approximately a 
length equal to the diameter of the body. The needles -are slightly sickle-sbaped 
(fig. 2), and forked distally; when the seta is in a good position for observation this 
can be seen with the ordinary high power. The prongs are of the same length (the 
outer may possibly be the 1 east. trifle longer), and join at an acute angle; the outer 
seems to be slightly thinner. In length these needles are S21!' iIi thickness 2°5,.,.. 

The ventral setae are of the usual type, and are usually 4 per bundle; 3 and 5 
were also met with. In length they are S2P-, in thickness 2 '5"", The inner prong 
is of equal length with the outer, but is twice as thick. I cannot ~ee any difference 
of type between the setae of segments ii-v and the rest; but unfortunately the one 
specimen is fixed in such a position that these setae can be seen well from neither 
side, and the other (the already mounted specim.en) seems to be the just separated 
posterior animal of a chain, in which the anterior segments have not yet fully 
developed~ 

There is no stomach. Coelomic corpuscles are present. The cerebral ganglion 
is bifid both anteriorly and posteriorly, and consists of two more or less independent 
hal ves, contiguous for some distance along their inner borders. 

In the typical form of N. paraguayensis the outer prong of the dorsal needles is 
considerably shorter than the inner, while in these specimens it is of equal length. As 
however there appear to be no other essential differences, it will, I think, be sufficient 
to describe them as a variety. 

N ais pectinata, Stephenson. 
Gwalior, Central India; in a pond, attached to Hydrilla and other debris. 18-vi-1917. 

B. Prashad. A single specimen. 

The specimen agrees generally with those previously described from Bheemanagar, 
Travancore (6). Since the presence or absence of a stomachal dilatation is one of the 
few internal marks that are used as specific characters in this genus, I may supple
ment the original description by adding that there is none in this species. 

N ais gwaliorensis, sp. nov. 
Plate IX, figs. 3, 4. 

Gwalior, Central India; in a pond, attached to Hydrilla and other debri~. 18-vi-1917. 
B. Prashad. A single specimen. 

. The specimen is i? length 2'7 mm., in thickness '25 mm. There are 29 segments 
WIth a small zone behInd where segments are not yet differentiated. There is no zone 
of budding. The prostomium is bluntly triangular, its length being equal to its base. 
Eyes are absent. There is ~lso no stomach~l dilat~tion on the alimentary canal, 
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Tbe dorsal setae begjn in segment vi, and each bundle consists usually of one 
hair and one needle seta; twp hairs are someti,mes found, in which cas~ one is shorter 
and thinner than t:p.e other"; once two hairs and two needles were seen,-the one 
couple may perhaps have been destined, to replace the other when they fell out. 

The hair is as a rule not quite 'equal in length to the diameter of the body. The 
needles are about 4SJ.l in }ength_ (h~rdly any can be measured accur~tely, owing to their 
not lying fiat), and bent at a very obtuse angle at a point rather distal to the middle 
(fig. 3). The distal section of the seta is slightly curved in the contrary direc'tion,
very slightly only, so that the whole can hardly be described as sickle-shaped. There 
is 'an indefinite nodul us at the angle in the shaft; the length of the distal to that of 
the proximal section of the sh~ft is about as 2 to 3. The tip is bifid, the two prongs 
being visible to the ordinary high power of the microscope; th~ angle between the 
two prongs is moderately wide, a~d the outer, \vhich continues the direction of the 
shaft, is slightly longer and perhaps slightly thinn~r than the inner. 

Th~ ven~ral bundles, in all segments from vi onwards, consist of four or five setae, 
45-53 fl in length and 2'5ft in thickness (fig. 4a). The nodulus is dista1; its exact 
position on the shaft probably varies in the several setae of a bundle (c/. Stephenson, 
10), though I was not able to obtain exact measurements. The prongs are equal in 
length, the outer is not swollen at the base, and is on1y half or two-thirds as thick 
as the inner. 

In the first four seta-bearing segments the form differs somewhat. The shafts 
of the setae are thinner and straighter; the nodulus is about the middle or a little proxi
mal to the middle of the shaft; the outer prong is Ii- times as long as the inner, two
thirds as thick at the base, and more hooked (fig. 4b). There 'are four setae per 
bundle; their length is 50 to 56p-, and their thickness only 2,'. 

Remarks: -The species to which the present comes nearest are N. tenuidentis 
(Walton, 15) and N raviensis (Stephenson, 9). The distinguishing character of the 
former i~ the very long and slender prongs of the ventral setae,-hence its specific 
'name. The separation of the present form from N. raviensis depends on the characters 
of the setae~ both dorsal and ventral; the differences will be best realized by compar
ing the figures given in the present paper, with text-fig. I of my description of N. 
raviensis. The most obvious are the position of the bend of, the shaft of the dorsal 
needles (rnuch nearer the middle here), the relative lengths of anterior and posterior 
ven~ral ~tae (the anterior are nearly twice as long as the posterior in N. 'raviensis), and 
the characters of the prongs of the anterior ventral setae (in N. raviensis the outer is 
very much the longer, and makes a very narrow angle with the inner). 

Genus P r is tin a 
Pristina longiseta, Ehrbg. 

GwaJior, Centra] India; in a pond, attached to Hydrilla and other debris. 18-vi-1917. 
B. Prashad. One complete specimen, and perhaps one or two more in which the characteristic 
proboscis or long setae were damaged. 

The toothing of thehair setae was only just visible with the oil immersion lens. 
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Genus S t·y la r-i a. 
Stylaria lacustris .(L.). 

Open pool in the reed-beds of the Hamun-i-Helmand, a few miles east of Ll:\b-i-Raring, Seis
tan. Water very slightly brackish, f~iriy clear, about five feet .deep; bottom muddy with a 
luxuriant growth of Potamogeton peotinatu8. 8-xii-1918. N. Annandale and S. W. Kemp. Several 

specimens. 
Fam. TUBIFICIDAE. 

Genus Bra n chi u r a . 
Branchiura sowerbyi, Bedd. 

Lucknow, Gaumati River. 15-iii-1919. G. S. Thapar. A single specimen. 

The specimen was of fair size, So mm. in length, and is interesting from the fact 
that both penes are protruded. As I have previou~dy noted .(14), a penis was not 
described or suspected to exist in this animal, until it was found in specimens from 
the Inle Lake. 

I have also received, taken on the same day and from t.he sathe source, a number 
of specimens of a species of Branehiodrilus, the N aid worm with gills remarkably 
like those of Branehiura, but on the anterior part of the body instead of the pos
terior. The occurrence of the two together is a p'oint of some interest. I much 
regret not to be able to give the specific diagnosis of the Branehiodrilus., of which 
three species are known, an Indian; but the worms came to hand when the present. 
paper was already complete.d, and I fear it will be some .time, before I have. the 
opportunity of undertaking detailed investigations. 

Fam. MONILIGAS~RIDAE. 

Genus D raw ida. 
Drawida barwelli (Bedd.) var. impertusus, va;r. nov. 

Bombay, Victoria Gardens. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Five specimens. 
Bombay, under a tree near the Fort·. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Seven specimens. 
Elephanta Island, Bombay; high up on a hill. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Three specimens. 
Elephanta Island, Bombay; in a rotten tree, 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 
Elephanta Island, Bombay; on the sea-shore. 30-vi ·1917, B. 1?ra8h~d, A single speci~en, 

immature. 

External Oharacters :-The length of fair-sized specimens, is from 45 to ,48 lum., 
and their diameter 3'5 mm. The colour is a rather blotchy olive, darker on' the 
dorsal surface than ventrally, with a still darker mid-dorsal line ; the first few seg
ments are pale. The number of segments in.two specimens was.130 and 132 • 

The prostomium is small, prolobous, and under ~~ver 9f the first segment. 
Dorsal pores are absent. 
Th~ setae are small and closely paired, and are visible as f~r forward as the 

second segment. The interval aa is rather less than be (t or -tbe), or m.ay be fully 
equal to it towards the hinder end; dd is about t of the circumference. 

The nephridiopores are in a single line, just below the level of the setae e. 
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The clitellum extends over segnle.Q.ts x-xiii (=4); it is not well defined, and 
the segments-are largely unaltered. 

The male pores are very prominent in furrow Io/r [, and are situated midway 
between the lines of setae band c. They are bordered by anterior and posterior lips, 
and it is these lips, rather than the apertures thelnselves, which are the conspicuous 
features; the extent of the lips is slightly variable,-from a point about in line with 
t·he ventral pair of setae nea~ly to the level of the lateral pair. 

On segment x in front of the male apertures are a pair of whitish papillae with 
indefinite margins; the centre is whiter than the ~est, and the' appearance is that of 
some solid organ shining through. Th~ir exact posi~ion is variable; they may even 
be near the middle line, internal to the line of the ventral setae. 

The female pores are in groove 11/12, in line with setae b. 
The spernlathecal pores are in 7/8, immediately below the li~e c. 
Internal Anato1ny :-Septa 5/6 to 8/9 are nloderately strengthened; the-rest are thin. 
T~ere are four gizzards, in segments xiv to xvii. In the second specimen dis-

sected, that in xvii' was notably smaller than the others; and in xiii there were numer
ous longitudinal shining muscular bundles on the oesophagus, forming a rudimentary 
gizzard here also. 

Th~ last heart is in segment ix. 
The testis sacs vary in shape ; in the first specimen dissected they were rather. kidney

shaped, with the hilus directed downwards and outwards, and the anterior ends rather 
narrower than theposterior ; they were suspended by septum 9/10, almost by their middle, 
the posterior portion in x being rather larger than the anterior in ix; in the second, 
they were rounded smooth masses, unconstricted, mostly (practically altogether on 
the right side) in segment x. When' opened, the contents were with difficulty evacu
ated, and even then only in part; a large portion of the inner surface of the sac 
appeared to be proliferating the sexual cells, i.e. the testis is diffuse; a firmer though 
not iridescent mass on the floor of the sac, just over the site of origin of the vas deferens, 
appeared to indicate the position of the funnel. 

The vas deferens is either considerably or not much coiled; passing downwards 
from the under surface of the sac it runs part of its course in segment ix, and then 
enters the anterior border of the prostate in x. 

The prostate is of moderate size only, fiattish, sessile on the body-wall, its trans
verse rather greater than its longitudinal axis; its surface is quite soft and furry 
(" glandular" ). 

Segment xi constitutes, a perfectly closed annular ovarian chamber. The ovisacs 
pass backwards from the hinder wall of the chamber through segments xii and xiii, 
and may get into xiv; their margins may have a crenulated appearance or not. 

The-spermathecae are situated in segment viii. The ampulla is globular or broadly 
ovoid, dorsally situated in the segment, and connected by a band with the one of the 
other side. The duct is much convoluted as it passes down on the posterior face of 
septum 7/8. There is no diverticulum or atrial sac, not even in the body-wall, though 
the duct is slightly thickened at its termination. 
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Remarks :-The two species of D.rawida to which the present specimens bear most 
resemblance are D. bournei (Mchlsn.)_and D. oarwelli (Bedd.).; From the first· the pre
sent form differs (besides a few min:or details) in the shape of the testis sacs (not a 
great matter, since this is variable in these ~pecimens), in its much smaller size, and 
especially in the fact that the surface of the prostates is "glandular." From the 
second, it differs in a few details such as the number and situation of the gizzards 
(points which are however very variable), the relative magnitude of the setal inter
vals, and the shape of the prostates (pear-shaped in D. barwelli, alrnost circular, flat 
and sessile in the present form); the chief difference however is the absence of dorsal 
pores here,-a character which the varietal name is intended to indicate. Most of 
the species of Drawida have no dorsal pores; the type form of D. barwelli, however, is 

-peculiar in possessing the:ql. I have rejected the alliance of the present -form with 
D. bournei (itself, according to Michaelsen, 4, a variety of D. pellucid-us), because the 
smooth and shiny, or soft and furry, condition of. the surface of the prostate is appa
rently a distinction -of some importance (cf. l\IIichaelsen, in the paper just quoted). 

The diagnosis of the present varie~y n1€ty run as follows: Drawida barwelli 
var. impertusus :-as for the typical form, with the following exceptions. -Setal in-
terval aa rather less than be, except at the hinder end_ Male pores bounded by very 
prominent anterior and posterior lips; a pair of 'indefinite but fairly large whitish 
papillae on the segment in front of the male pores. No dorsal pores. Four gizzards, 
in xiv-xvii. Prostates fiat, sessile, almost circular. 

Fam. MEGASCOLECIDAE. 

Subfam. MEGASOO.LEOINAE. 

Genus Po n t 0 d r i 1 us. 
Elephanta Island, Bombay; on the sea-shorp. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A- ~jngle specimen, 

not fully mature. 

The species was presumably the one which has been found on ~everal parts of 
the coast of India, P. bermudensis, Bedd. f. ephippiger (R'osa-), 

Genus Meg a s col ide s . 
Megascolides prashadi, sp. nov. 

Plate IX, figs. 5, 6. 
Sakarwari, on the way to LVlahableshwar, W. India_- '4·-vii-1917. B. Prashad. -A Ringle 

specimen. 

External Charaete·r.s :-Length 42 1nm., diameter 4 mm. The worm is unpigment
ed, of a buff colour, which is lighter at the ends of the body and in the clitellar region. 
Segments 140 ; the last 60 however are very short and lighter in colour, and have 
perhaps been regenerated. 

The prostomium is prolobous. 

The dorsal pores. begin at the anterior border of the clitellum, in groove 12/13. 
The setae are paIred. In the middle of ~he body tpe relative size of the intervals 

may be expressed by the formula ab = ~aa = &bc =- lcd; behi~ld the clitellum 
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this 'becomes ab = -faa = tbe = fed; and in front -of the clite.1lum ab - ~aa 
tbe = led. The mid-dorsal interval dd is in the middle of the body equal to 
about half the circumference. 

The clitellum is smooth, 'thicken,ed, well-defined at each end, and extends over 
segments xiii-xvii ( = 5). 

The male pores 'are on s,egment xviii, just outside the line of setae b. They are 
small~ and surrounded QY only a slIght whitish thickening. 

On segment xix is a large flat oval papilla (fig. 5); this is not quite symmetric
ally. placed, being ratber on the left side, so that while it reaches as far outwards as 
the male pore on the left side, it stops somewhat short of this on the right; its centre 
shows a transverse, almost groove-like, depression. On ,segment xx is a second 
papilla, much smaller and less definite than the last, transversely elongated, with its 
centre about in line with the setae a, extending inwards to a bout the middle line; 
like the last, it is situated on the left side. 

Segment xvii is delimited in front by a groove mid-ventrally, but not elsewhere, 
since this'segment forms part of the clitellum; . on this ventral portion are seen a few 
small whitish circular spots, which however do not seem to have anything to do with 
setae. Setae a and b are absent on segments xviii and xix, and on the left side 
on xx. 

The female pore, seems to be represented by a small whit~ dot luid-ventrally 
placed on xiv. 

The spermathecal pores are a single pai;r, in groove 7/8, in or immediately 
outside the line of setae ·b. 

On the hinder border of segmerit viii are ..situated a pair of indefinite, transversely 
oval papillae, in position and size corresponding to the setal interval abo 

Internal Anatomy :-Septum 4/5 is slightly thicken.ed as compared with those in 
the m'iddle of the body;. 5/6 and all the following septa down to 10/11 are modera,tely 
thickened; II/I2 again is only slightly strengthened. 

The gizzard, in segment v, is subspherical and of moderate size. There are no 
calcareous glands. The intestine begins in xv, or perhaps in xvi. 

The last heart is in segment xii. 
Behind the clitellum, the micronephridia are arranged in transverse rows of about 

eight to ten on each side; in the clitellar region they are also in transverse rows, 
and somewhat larger; in front of this they are sparser, and their arrangement is 
less regular. About forty segments from the hinder end the innermost nephridiuul 
on e~c~ side in each segment enlarges, and this condition is maintained to the end; 
th~re is thus a longitudinal row of larger nephridia on each side of the ventral nerve 
cord, but I do not think that these could be described by anyone as meganephridia, 
-only as enlarged micronephridia. 

Test~s and funnels are free in segments x and xi; the funnels were ipferred from 
the iridescent masses which probably enclose them; the testes were separately 
identifiable in xi, while in .x they were presumably continuous with a deeply attached 
mass of flooculent matter (developing sperm-morulae and spermatozoa). 
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Three pairs of seminal vesicles are present. The largest are those in xii, of 
moderate size and lobulated; in segment ix is a second pair, .. rather'smallel' and also 
lobulated; the third pair, in x, are smaller still, and attached-to septum 10/11. 

The prostates are tubular, and consist of a number of thick" adpressed opaque 
coils which extend through several seginents. The duct is ~elatively short, proceeds 
almost straight inwards, and is narrow but broadens slightly towards its ectal end. 

Ovaries and funnels have the usual situation. 
The spermathecae are one pair. The ampulla is a large irregular sac, with much 

crenulated margins, (fig. 6); the duct is about as long as the ampulla, of moderate 
thickness and approximately the same diameter throughout., There is a single diver
ticulum,. originating at the ental end of the duct, lobulated, about half as long as the 
duct, to the side of which it is adherent. 

There are no penial setae. 

Genus Per ion y X • 

Perionyx sansibaricus, Mchlsn. 

Plate IX, fig. 7. 
Manmad, Bombay Pres, '28-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Numerous specimens. 
Jgatpuri, Bombay Pres. 29-vi-1917. B. ~rashad. Two specimens. 
Khandwa, Central Provinces. -23-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Numerous speqimens 
Kala Khund, between Khandwa and Indore, Central India. 23-vi~1917. B. Prashad. Three 

specimens. 
Baroda; W. India, on the banks of the river Vishvamitri~ 9-vii-1917. B. Prashad. A single 

specimen. 
Wathur~ near Mahableshwar, W. India. 6-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Nine specimens. 
Londa, ten miles from Castle Rock; Bombay Pres. 6-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Eleven speci

mens. 

This interesting species has been previously recorded from Kodaikanal in the 
Palni Hills (Michaelsen, 3). From the present records it appears to be common in 
Western India. One of its distinguishing characters is the alternation i,n situation of 
the terminal bladders aJ;ld external openings of the nephridia; these are placed at 
about one-third of the half circumference from the mid-dorsal line, and a similar dis
tan~e from the mid-ventral line, in successive segments; as the end bladders are easily 
seen on opening the animal (unlike most species, where they are small or absent), 
the peculiarity is obvious in any dissection. The alternation is however, according 
to my dissections, approximate, not exact; two successive nephridia not unqommonly 
end at the same level on the body-wall, and once a series of four were seen to 
do so. ' 

I append a few notes on the numerous specimens with which I have had to deal. 
External Oharacters :-The purple colour of the dorsal- surface extends partly 

on to the ventral side of the animal in the most anterior segments. I found this 
character of help in separating worms of this species from others wh~n several 
species were mixed together in a single catch. 

The dorsal pores, which Michaelsen found to begin in groove 9/10 or B/9 in his 
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o~iginal single specimen, ·and in 4/5 in the examples from the Palni Hills, begin here 
in 3/4, remarkably far forward. 

The region of the male pores is cha:racteristic (fig. 7). Segment xviii is somewhat 
lengthened in the mid-ventral region, its anterior and posterior limits being bulged 
forwards and back wards- respectively. The male apertures are small transverse 
slits close to the middle line;' while in fro~t and behind the pores there is a cres
centic depression, the convexity of the depressions facing forwards and backwards 
respectively, and causing the bulging, forwards and backwards, of the intersegnlental 
grooves; the pores are thus situated /on a transverse ridge between the crescentic 
depressions. A characteristic featu~e is that the setal ring is not interrupted by the 
pores, -but is continued across the segment, on the ridge but just behind the 
male pores. 

Internal Anato1ny:-I find' the gizzard to be in segment vi (Michaelsen in v) ; 
it is very rudimentary. The intestine is ,somewhat swollen in xiii, but not specially 
vascular, nor are there any ridges in the interior. 

Testes and funnels are free in segments x and xi. Besides the seminal vesicles 
in segments xi and xii, there was in one specimen disse~ted a minute structure in 
ix, on the left side and attached to the anterior face of septum g/lO, consisting of 
two small ovoid lobules, and perhaps representing a rudimentary vesicle. The 
vesicles in xii were larger than .those in xi, and were somewhat lobulated; those in xi 
were markedly so. 

The ampulla of the spermathecae is pear-shaped, narrowing towards the ectal end 
to' a duct; this is short, relatively narrow, cylindrical, one-third as long and one
fourth as wide as the ampulla. There is a single diverticulum, on the inner side of 
the duct, consisting of a few indistinct seminal chambers' aggregated together on a 
short stalk; the diverticulum is one-fourth the length of the ampulla. 

Perionyx millardi, Stephenson. 

Plate IX, fig. 8. 
Bomba.v, Malabar Hill. I-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Three specimens. 
Talegaon, on the way to Poona. 2-vii~1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 
Kalyan, a short distance inland from Bombay, Bombay Pres. 7-vii·1917. B. Prashad. 

Four specimens. 
Virar, N. of Botnbay, Bombay Pres. 7-vii-1917. B. Prashad- A single specimen. 

The present species was described by me (11) from three specimens fronl Malabar 
Hill, Bombay; these were however much softened and in bad condition, and a fe,,, 
supplementary notes may therefore be of interest. 

T;he lengths of the specimens which have now come to hand show rather greater 
variation than those of the original batch; these are from 35 mnl. (though this was 
perhaps regenerated at its hinder end) to go mm. 

The ventral break in the setal rings is very small,-about I! ab,-but it is regu
lar from the clitellum backwards. The dorsal break is very irregular, slnall or a.bsent, 
and often not in the middle line. The setae are slightly closer set, and certainly Blore 
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regularly placed, ventrally than dorsally. The numbers counted were :-ix/40, xii/41, 
xix/48, and in t.he middle of the body' 41. 

No septa are thick~ned. 
The gizzard, in segment vi, is of some size, but its walls- are thin and soft. 

The seminal vesicles of segment xii are larger than those of. xi" and bulg!3 back 
the posterior septuln of t.he_segment; they may even extend back'Yards so as to bulge 
back septum 13/14. Both pairs are smooth .and.scarcely or not at. all lobed. 

The prostates may take up fully two segments,-xviii and xix, bulging septum 
17/18 forwards and 19/20 backwards. The border of the gland is -not cut np into 
lobes, except by an indentation on the anterior margin, and -by a deep notch from 
which the duct emerges. The duct is quite straight, soft and only slightly shiny, and 
of equal diameter throughout; it passes directly inwards. . 

The chief difference between these specimen" and those formerly described is in 
·the spermathecae; all the specimens of the present series which were dissected pos
sess a diverticulunl, thus differing from the previous examples, in which I found 
n~ne. In these, the anlpulla is a large ovoid sac; the duct is much shorter than the 
ampulla, from which it is distinctly marked off, narro-w and of the same diameter 
throughout. There is a single diverticulum, which varies in its appearanc,e; regard
ing the specimens from Malabar Hill, Bombay (whence the original examples of 
the species also came), aU that can be said is that there appears to be a small. scale
like diverticuhllTI from the base of the ampulla; in that from Virar the dive~ticul_um 
arises from the j unction of duct and ampulla, is small, rather scale-like and flattened, 
and lies against the base of the ampulla (fig. 8a); in that from Talegaon it is rather 
flat, sessile, somewhat cauliflower like, showing a number of small seminal chambers 
(fig. 8b). In the specimens from -Kalyan the whole organ is of a rather different 
appearance; the ampulla is some,vhat lobed, and ha.s a fairly broad base, from which 
the duct i.ssues; the diverticulum is larger than in the previous specimens, and is 
divided into three lobules lying side by side; indeed the incisions between the lobules 
appear to be so deep that each lobule has its own attachment to the upper end of 
the duct, i.e. there are really three diverticula (fig. 8c). Since however the whole 
of the anatomy, including the penial setae, is the same in these Ifl,tter specimens as in 
the others, it scarcely seems allowable to separate them. The absence of any diverti
culum in the original specimens is perhaps due to their relative immaturity. 

Perionyx rimatus, Spa nov. 

Plate IX, fig. 9. 
Jor Pokhri, 4,800 ft,~ Sitong, Darjiling Dist., E. Himalayas. 22-28-x-1917. N. Annandale 

and F. Gravely. Two specimens, one mutilated. 

External Characters :-Length 80 mm. ; diameter 4'S mm. Colour in the anterior 
part of the- body a light rathe~ blotchy purple on the dorsal side, pale in the posterior 
half except for a purple middorsal stripe; ventrally pale throughout. 

The body is rather flattened, and the cliteJlum is narrowed. Segments 107. 
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Prostomium epilobo~s t; a faint groove delimiting the prostoinium behind. 
Dorsal pores from 4/5. 
The setal rings are often closed bAth dorsally and ventrally; sometimes there is 

a small break, but it is irregular and varying in extent,-not Inore than zab or zyz, 
and often less. 'fhe setae are rather small,--smaller and closer set on the ventral 
than on the dorsal surface. The'foll~wing numbers were counted :-v!S9, ix/63, xii/64, 
xix/56, and in the middle c;>f the body 56. 

The clitellum extends over segments xiii-::xvi = 4; it is' narrowed, rather lighter 
in oolour, with visible dorsal pores and intersegmental grooves. 

On segment xvi,ii is .a deep transverse crack with corrugated anterior and 
posterior lips, situated in the middle of the length of the segm'ent and extending 
transversely over the middle half of the ventral surface. It is difficult to see the 
male pores "in this groove, but they appear to be near its centre, and only separated 
by a slight median elevation in the floor of the groove. 

The female area is a median whitish circular patch anteriorly on segment xiv. 
The spermathecal apertures are t·wo pairs, in grooves 6/7 and 7/8; they aroe 

small, with slightly puckered· lips, rather close together, about in line with seta c or 
the space cd. 

There are no other genital marks. 
Internal Anatomy;-Septa 4/5, 5/6 and 6/7 are thin, but increase slightly in 

thiokness progressively; 7/8 is somewhat strengthened, and 8/9 moderately so. 
Thence to the prostatio region all are slightly, but none much, strengthened,-Io/II is 
.perhaps least so. 

The gizzard is small a~d rudimentary, in segment v. The intestine begins 
behind the prostates.----

The last heart is in segment xiii. 
The nephridia end in the same line. 
Testis sa08 are present in segments x and xi. In x the sac is lobed, aistinctly 

though n~t deeply, and presents the appearance of a number of ovoid lobes lying 
side by side in transverse 'series; it is continuous below the oesophagus fronl side 
to side, encloses Qoth oesophagus and hearts, and appears to be divided dorsally by a 
median seBtum above the alimentary- canal. In xi the sac is smaller, and lies 
posterior and ventrally to 'the vesiculae seminales. 

The seminal vesioles, in segments xi and xii, have a granular surface but are not 
otherwise lobed. Each pair is fused dorsally over the alinlentary canal, so aoS to form 
a single sac in each segment; that in xi overlies the testis sac deeper in the segment., 
-it is not an extension of the testis sac (as is described for P. himalayanus by Michael
sen, 3), .but has an independent attachment to the posterior face of septum 10/11. 

In an earlier stage of development, exemplified by the second of the two specimens, 
the sao of segment x is smaller, and does not include the alimentary canal and hearts; 
it grows up round them, it would appear, during its formation. 

The prostates are large, occupying segments xviii and xix, and it may be part, of 
. xvii a]so; they ~re deep1y -cut up by the septa, and also otherwise 111 nell indented. 
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The duct is much twisted and reratively thin, not firm and shining; its ectal end is 
rather stouter than the rest. 

There are two pairs of sperma~hecae (fig. 9). The organs occupy the whole 
available space in segments vii and viii, and meet dorsally. The ampulla is a large 
irregular sac, with bulgings here and there; the duct' is moderately stout, half as 
long as the anlpulla, not firm or shining. The diverticula are in the form of a few small 
warts on the duct a short way below the base of the ampulla; these form a clust!3r , 
about _half a dozen in all, of which one appears to be larger t~an the rest; the smaller 
hardly proj ect at all, but the iridescent spermatozoa shine through. 

There are 110 penial setae. 
Remarlcs :-1 was at first inclined to identify this form as Perionyx himalayanus 

(Michaelsen, 3), on the ground of its possessing testis sacs,-a rather unusual feature 
in this genus. There is also the fact that the present specimens come frOID: the same 
district (Darjiling Dist.) as P. himalayanus, and that both are much paler in colour 
than is general in this genus. But, neglecting slighter differences such as the distri
bution of the thickened septa, the character of the prostatic duct, the numbers of 
fhe setae, and the extent of the dorsal pores, there remain essential differences in 
the extent of the clitellum, the spermathecal diverticula, and especially the configu
ration of the male area. In P. himalayanus the male pores are situated on ~arge 
round papillae which are quite at the sides of the ventral aspect, one-fifth of the 
circumference apart from each other; and a number o~ setae intervene between the 
two papillae. Here the pores are situated near each other in the depth of a trans
verse crack. 

Though both species possess testis sacs, it is possible that their relations to the 
seminal vesicles are not the same., In P. himalayanus the sperm sacs are apparently 
prolonged laterally to form seminal vesicles in segments x and xi;_ here there is no 
such prolongation in segment x, seminal vesicles being absent in this segment; and 
the seminal vesicles of xi are independent of the testis sacs, and have their own at
tachment to the anterior septum of the segment. 

Perionyx pokhrianns, sp. nov. 

Plate IX, figs. 10, II. 

Jor Pokhri, 4,800 ft., Sitong, Darjiling Dist., E. Himalayas. 22-28·x-1917. N. Annandale 
,and F. Grave~y. A single specimen (along with the last). 

External Oharacters .'-Length 65 mm.; diameter 3 mm. Colour 'pale violet 
dorsally,--posteriorly paler than in front; a mid-dorsal darker stripe; ventral surface 
unpigmented. Seglnents 96. 

Prostomium epilobous t, the tongue (posterior porti~n projecting into segment i) 
not cut off by a groove behind. 

Dorsal pores begin from groove 4/5. 

The se.tae are in rings, whic? are almost closed both dorsally and ventrally, and 
may be qUIte closed in the hinder part of the 'body; aa or zz = Ii or'It times ab or 
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yz. The setae are set slightly closer ventrally than dorsally. The following numbers 
were counted :-V/50, iX/58, xii/54, xix/48, and in the ;middle of the body 44. 

The clitellum is narrowed, and extends over segments xiii-xvi (= 4). It. is 
lighter in colour than the neighbouring s~gments, and the intersegmental grooves and 
setae are visible. 

The male field occupies the middle, of segment x~Hi. Here are seen a pair of 
papillae which take up the greater part of the length of the segment (fig. 10); they 
are bounded both in front and behind by a common trans:verse or slightly crescentic 
groove, the anterior groove being the better marked, and are separated from each 
other by a longitudinal gropve in the middle line. .On their outer margins the pa pil
lae are not delimited from the surrounding area. The male pores a,'te near the middle 
line, and nearer the posterior than the anterior border of the papillae. 

The female aperture is situated in a small median ,circular depression, close to 
the anterior border o~ segment xiv. 

The spermathecal apertures are in grooves 6/7 and 7/8, very close together, near-
ly in line with seta b. , 

Internal Anatomy :-The first few septa (4/5-6/7) are very thin; none are missing, 
and none are markedly thickened, though 8/g, g/10, 12/13, and 13/14 are slightly 
stronger than the others. 

The gizzard, in segment v, is large and barrel-shaped; it is rather soft, but by 
no means vestigial. The intestine begins in xviii, but is conl pressed between the 
prostates in xviii and xix. 

The last heart is in segment xiii. 
The terminations of the nephridia are apparently in the sarne line. 
Testis sacs are present in segments x and xi; both are continuous dorsally over 

the oesophagus and dorsal vessel. That in segnlent x.is very delicate, and has S0111e
what the appearance of a seminal vesicle; that in xi, also delicate, is covered by the 
seminal vesicles of the segment, to which the sac is adherent, though it can be 
separated. 

The seminal vesicles, in xi and xii, are large, and have a granular surface, but 
are not otherwise lobed. In xi the two vesicles are adherent in the nliddle line, 
though they are separable.'without damage,; those in xii merely touch each other. 

The prostateS'" are large, and take up the ,vhole of the three segnlents xvii-xix; 
they are deeply incised by the septa, and also otherwise indented. The duct is rather 
short, soft, irregularly twisted, apd thin, but somewhat dilated at its extrelne ectal 
end. 

Tbe female organs have the usual position. 
The spermathecal ampulla is a very irregularly lobed sac (fig. II). rfhc duct is 

short,-one-fourth or one-fifth the length of the anlpulla,.-and rnarked off by a con
striction at its beginning. The diverticula are small swellings, three or so in nUlnbor, 
side by side on the upper half of the duct; they have a met.allic appearance, clue to 
the iridescent spermato~oa shining through. 

There are no penial setae,. 
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Remarks :-Here again, in' the pale colour and the testis sacs, there is a resenl
blance to P. himalayanus. But here too the differences seem to be too great to allow 
us to unite the two forms in a single species. Apart from less impo!-'tant features such 
as the numbers of the setae ~nd the extent of the dorsal pores, we have to consider 
the extent of the clitellum, the much- greater de:velopment oJ the' gizzard in the pre
sent form, and especially the quite different configuration of the male field and the 
much greater approximation of the pore~. 

var. affinis, var. nov. 

Plate IX, figs. 12, 13. 
Sitong Ridge, alt. ca. 4,700 ft., Darjiling Dist., E. Himalayas. 22- 28-x-1917. ~. Annandale 

and F. Gravely. Two specimens, one not fully mature. 
Jor Pokhd, 4,800 ft.~ Sitong, Darjiling Dist., E. Himalayas. 22-28-x-1917. N. Annandale and 

F. Gravdy. A single specimen. 

Exte1'nal Oharacters :-Length 55 mln.; diameter 2 ·25 mm. A slight slaty or 
purplish tinge dorsally, with well-marked median darker stripe; pale -ventrally. 
Segments 105. 

Prostomium epilobous i, the tongue not cut off behind. 
Dorsal pores begin from 4/5. 
The setal rings are almost unbroken both dorsally and ventrally; the ventral 

break is absent or practically so throughout, and there is no dorsal break in the 
hinder part of the body; anteriorly a small break exists on the dorsal side~ where. zz 
= 1 iyz. The setae are closer set ventrally than ~orsally. The folIo\ving numbers 
were counted :-v/38, iX/44, xii/45, xix/37, and in the middle of the body 36. 

The clitellum extends over four segments, xiii to xvi; it is narrowed, but not 
much modified otherwise. 

The male field (fig. 12), on segment xviii, consists -of a depression with sloping 
sides; on these sides are placed the papillae with the male pores, so .that t.hese face 
somewhat inwards. The papillae are r!tther wid~r transversely, are delimited by 
grooves in front and behind, the grooves in front being the better marked; and are 
separated in the middle line by a slight interval, while latera!!y they fade away into 
the general surface without any definite delimitation. The apertures are small trans
verse slits, their centres in line with seta c. 

The female aperture is marked by a median roundish pit anteriorly on segment 
xiv, abutting on groove 13/14. 

The spermathecal pores are in .grooves 6/7 and 7/8, opposite the interval cd. 
Internal Anatomy:-A number of septa in the anterior part of the body are 

slightly thickened, but non,e more than slightly. 

The gizzard is in segment v, and is of moderate size ·ap.d fairly firm. The intes
tine begins perhaps in xviii, but is narrow in xviii and xix, where it- is compressed by 
the prostates. 

The last heart is in xii. 

The ducts of the nephridia appear to end at different levels on the body-wall; 
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but, since ·there a;re no erid-bladders litS- in P. 8an8ibaricus~ it is not always easy to see 
where exactly they end, and in any case there is no regular alternation. 

It is difficult in some of the examples of this and the last few speQ~es to demon
strate the testis sacs to oomplete satisfaction. Here they seem to be pr~sent in seg
m~nt x, the mass of developing spermatozoa being covered-over by a thin filmy mem
brane; the sacs of the two sides are probably continuous b~neath the gut. In seg
ment xi the testis sao is oontinuous on eaoh side with the seminal vesicle. 

The semina} vesicles ~re in segments xi and xii; they are large, taking up the 
whole available space, with a -granular surface but not otherwise lobed; there is no 
indication of separation dorsally,-.the pair in ~ach segment is completely fused. 

The prostates are large, and take up the whole of three segments, xvii to xix; 
they are deeply indented by the septa, and also otherwise much cut up. The duct is 
moderately long, is bent with the angle directed backwards, is soft and rather thin in 
.its ental, thicker and shining ill its. ~ctal portion. 

The female organs have the usual situation. 
The spermathecae, in segments vii and viii, have each a large irregularly lobed 

sac-like ampulla, which is as broad as long. The duct is stout, slightly shiny, well 
marked off from the ampulla, about half as broad- as the ampulla but considerably 
longer,- It times as long (fig. 13). The diverticulum appears as a rounded knob at 
the ental end of the duct, with two small masses of iridescent spermatozoa shining 
t;hrough. 

T~ere are no penial setae. 
_R~marks :-The above is the description of the more mature of the two specimens 

from Sitong Ridge. The specimen from Jor Pokhri differed slightly; thus the papil
lae bearing the male pores, and so the male pores themselves, were rather further 
apart,-opposite setae d instead of c, and separated by perhaps one-seventh of the 
circumference as against one-twelfth in the specimen described above; the depression 
oont/aining the papillae was less marked; and the spermathecal pores were wider 
apart,-opposite setae d or e instead of the interval cd. 

The closest relative of the pr~sent form is certainly the species last described. 
In this", the numbers of the setae are smaller, and the configuraJtion of the Iuale field 
and the degree of separation of the male and sperD?-athecal apertures also differ. The 
most important points however are the spermathecae (the figures show the great 
~ifference in the relative length of the duct), and the position of the last heart (in xii 
here, in xiii in the last form). 

It is difficult, in cases such as this, where a number of related forms have appar
ently arisen recently, or are possibly yet in process of differentiation, to know \vhen 
the degree of differentiation which justifies the creation of a new species has been 
attained. Had this form been found at a distance from P. pokhrianus, its separation 
as a different species might perhaps have been justifiable; so far as the recollection 
of my own experience goes, the position of the last heart does not, I believe, vary 
within t~e limits of recognized species. (But see description of Octochaetus prashadi, 
post. p. 233). 
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Perionyx alatus, sp. nov. 

Plate IX, figs. 14-1,6. 
Sitong Ridge, alt. ca. 4,700, ft. ; Darjiling Dist'., E. Himalayas. 22-28-x-1917. N. Annandale 

and F, Gravely. Three specimens. 

External Oharacter8 :-Length 84 mm.; diameter 3 mm. Colour dusky purple 
dorsally; pale, slightly brownish below. Seglnents 123. 

Pl'ostonlium epilobous i, tongue not closed behind. 
Dorsal pores begin from groove 4/5~ 
The setal rings are closed dorsally and ventrally; the setae,are closer set ven .. 

trally. The following numbers were counted :-v /50 , iX/55, xii/ca. 54, xix/so, and 
in the middle of the body ca. 52. 

The clitellum extends from segment xiii as far as the anterior third o'f ~vii 
(=4!). It is slightly lighter in co]our, and is the same diaJueter as the rest of the 
body; se,tae and intersegmental grooves are visible. 

The male field takes up the whole of the ventral surface of segment xviii (fig. ~4). 
Its rounded lateral borders occupy the ventro-Iateral region of the segment, ~nd its 
anterior and posterior borders correspond with the limits of the segment. Its chief 
feature is the presence of a pair of 'large transversely e~ongated papillae, conjoined 
by a narrow neck in the luiddle line, their outer ends rather narrower, and their 
margins crenulated. The conjoined, papillae are surrounded by a deep groove or 
moat. The male pores appear as transverse grooves in the broader, inner part of 
the papillae; the actual openings seem to be at about the middle of the grooves, 
the distance between thenl being approximately one-fourth of the t.ransverse extent of 
the visible ventral surface, as seen looking down on it. ,The penial setae ar,e se~n as a 
nUlnber of black dots in the grooves. 

The female aperture is represented by a mid-ventral small depression anteriorly 
on segment xiv. 

The spermathecal pores are two pairs, in grooves 6/7 and 7/8, the same distance 
apart as the male pores, about in line with the setal interval de. 

Internal Anatomy :-No septa are visible in front of 5/6, which is very thin; none 
are notably thickened, though 6/7, 7/8, and 8/9 are slightly so. 

The gizzard, in segment v, is large, long from front to back, eyHndrical, and 
rather soft. The intestine begins behind the prost,ates, in segment xx. 

The last ,heart is in segment xiii. 
The 'nephridia end in t,he same line. 
Testis sacs are present in seglnents x and xi~ In segment xi they lie beneath 

the seminal vesicles, to which they are adherent, though it does not seem that their 
cavities are continuous; t,he membrane which constitutes,the sac is fine, and rather 
indefinite, and there is SOUle matting together of all the structures, including the 
hearts, as if all were enclosed in organizing <?onnective tissue. In segnlent ~ the con
dition is similar; the testis sac is adherent to the seminal vesicle, which spreads over 
it from the segment behind. 
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T~e seminal vesicles belong·to segments xi and xii. Those of a segment are fused 
together dorsally over th~ alimen~ary 'canal without any hint of a division; as already 
mentioned, the vesicle of xi extends forwards dorsally over x as well. 

The prostates are large, occupying segments xvii to xix. They are cut up by the 
septa, and also otherwise indented into numerous lobes. The duct is irregUlarly twis
ted, soft, moderately long, and its ectal portion is wider than its' commencement. 

The female organs have the us'tlal si.tuation. 
The spermathecae"lie in segments vii and viii; the posterior pair are the larger. 

The ampulla is a considerable sac, with smooth surface, not indented. The duct is 
separated by a const!iction, and ~s slightly swollen below the constriction; it is very 
stout,-one-third as thick as the alnpulla, or even at its upper end quite half as thick: 
its length 'is about two-thirds that of t.he ampulla. Its swollen upper part corresponds 
to the diverticulum, and,sper~atozoa can be seen shining through in small patches, 
but there are no definite seminal chambers (fig. IS). 

The penial setae (fig. 16) are I·oSlmm. in length, and zO·' in thickness. The shaft 
is almost straight for the greater part of its length, but, has a sharp curve at its proxi
mal ~nd, resembling that of a hockey stick, and is more gently curved to\vards the 
tip. The' point is blunt; and t~e ornamentation consists of irregularly scattered 
minute spines on the distal portion of the shaft. 

Remarks :---This species belongs to the same group as the preceding (presence of 
testis sacs." anti character of the spermathecal diverticula). It is however well differ
entiated by the presence of penial setae, and the characteristic confornlation of the 
male genital field; the specific name I refers to the large wing-like papillae of this 
region. 

Perionyx shillongensis, sp. nov. 

Plate IX, fig. 17. 
Shillong; Assam; 4,500-5,000 ft. 16-20-iv-1918. N. Annandale. Two specimens. 

External Ohctracters :-Length 66 mm.; diamete~ 3 mm. Colour'a dusky purple 
dorsally, passing through vio'let to the pale unpigmented ventral surface. Segments 
120. The animal is circular in transverse section (the species of the genus are usually 
(nore or less flattened do·rso-V,entrally). 

Frostomium epilopous i, tongue not cut off behind. 
Dorsal pores begin from groove 3/4. 
Th~ setal rings present a very small ~nd rather irregular dorsal break (ZZ=I!YZ), 

absent altogether in the hinder part of the body; and a small ventral break (I ~ ab), 

mQre .regular than the dorsal but absent in the posterior third. The setae are rather 
more ~losely.set ventrally. The following numbers were counted :-v/4Z, iX/46, xii/49, 
xix/48, ana. in the middle of the body 4S, 

The clitellum extends over five segments, xiii to xvii'; it is very slightly s,vollcn, 
and there is a slight difference in tint, but this region is other,vise unaltered. 

The m.ale field is a wh,ite, rather swollen, transversely elongated oval area on the 
ventral surface of segment xviii, about two and a half tin1es as broad as long, and 
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taking up the lengt.h of the segment. The pores' are fairly conspiouous, rather close 
together, about in li~e with the setal interval cd. 

The female p~re ~s appa~~ntly situated ill: a small whitish, area anteriorly on seg-
ment xiv. 

The spermathecal apertures ar~ situated -in grooy~s 7/8 and 8/9,. about the same 
distance apart as the male pores or slightly clos~r, in line with the interval be. 

Internal Anatomy :-The septa of the -anterior 'part of the body as far back as the 
prostatic region are slightly thickened, with the exception of the first, 4/5, which is 
very thin; perhaps 6/7-9/10 are most thickened. 

The gizzard, in segment vi, is of fair size; the :walls are somewhat, but not very, 
soft, and it nlust be reckoned as well develgped for a species of this genus. 

The intestine begins in segment xvi; no calciferous glands wePe seen .. 
The last heart is in segment xii. 
The ducts of the nephridia end in approximately, the same line~ 
Testes and large funnels are free in segments x and xi 
The seminal ~esicles are in xi and xii; they are larg~, and bulge out the segments 

In which they are containeq, those in xii pressing back septum 12/13 to the level 
of 13/14. They are smooth and not cut up into lobes.- Those in xii meet dorsally 
but do not fua.e; those in xi actually fuse in the posterior part of the segment. 

The prostates are of m~derate size, and are confined to segment xviii, -though 
bulging the sept~ for,vards and backwards to some exten,t. The surface is indented 
so as to.form a number of lobes. The duct comes off from a hilus on t.he inner side, 
is short and straight, and thoug~ moderately stout is soft and without muscular glitter. 

The ovaries' and funnels are in segment xiii. Tiny white subspherical appendages 
by the side of the alimentary canal on the anterior wall of segment. xiv appear to be 
ovisacs. 

The spermathecae, in segments viii and ix, are large, and fill out their respective 
segments. The ampulla is an ovoid sac. The duct is half ~s long and almost half as 
thick as the ampulla,-that is, relatively very stout. The diverticula are 'present as 
two clusters of seminal chambers on the duct just belO-w the base of the ampulla; 
each cluster is cauliflower-lik~, and sessile by a broad base;' the clusters leave the 
postero-internal and anterior or antero-internal a~pects'of the-d1ic~ free (fig. 17). 

The penial setae are ·87 1nm. long, and 20p. thick. The shaft is straight, the tip 
slightly bowed and bluntly pointed. The ornamentation consists' of about, eight rings 
of rather fine spines; there may be a very fine nintli or even tenth ring. 

Perionyx fossus, sp. nov. 

Plate IX, ,fig. 18, 19. 
Shillong, Assam; 4,500-5,000 ft. 16-20-iv-1918. N. Annandale. A single-specimen. 

External Oha1'acters :-Length 86 mm. ; diameter 3'S mm. . Colour a dusky pur
ple dorsally, pale and unpigmented ventrally, the upper tint shading':off rather gradu-
ally. into the lower. Segments 136. The ·body here ·again is circul~ in transverse 
~ectlon~ 
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Prostomium epilobous i, tongue cut off behind. 
Dorsal pores begin from groove 4/5. 

215 

The set~l rings-are interrupted dorsally; ZZ=2yz behind the genital region, but 
is rather less elsewhere,-in general 'about r-iyz; the interval is regular, and the setae 
~ are in longitudinal lines. There is no ventral break. The ventral setae are much 
closer set than t.he dorsal. The following numbers were counted :-v /52, iX/56, xii/56, 
xix/52, and in the middle of the body 54. 

The clitellum extends' over half of segnlent xiii in front and one-third of xvii 
behind (=3~). It is smooth, rather lighter in colour, and retains both the setae and 
intersegmental grooves. 

The male field is a deep, squarish depression midventralIy on xviii, which takes 
up the whole length of the segment, and is about one-third of the ventral surface in 
t,ransverse extent. The anterior wall of the depression is vertical, the posterior slopes 
more gently; the sides are steeper t.han the posterior, but not so steep as the anterior 
wall. Across the floor and sides of the exca va tion extends a transverse groove-very 
narrow, a ~rack only. The male apertures appear to be situated in this crack, at the 
junction of the floor and side ",-aIls of the depression; they are thus fairly close to
gether, and about in line with seta d or e. 

The female pore is indicated by a slight depression in a rather pale circular area, 
between the setal zone and anterior margin of segment xiv. 

The spermathecal pores are two pa.irs, in grooves 7/8 and 8/g, fairly wide apart, 
-separated by about a quarter of the circumference, or in line with about the ninth 
seta from the middle line. 

Internal Anatomy :-No septa are notably thickened; perhaps g/ro is nlost so. 
The first is 4/5. 

There is a rather large but soft gizzard in segment vi. There are no calcareous 
glands, but, the oesophagus shows the traces of transverse vascular channels in segulent. 
xiii, though the tube is not wide~ here than in neighbouring segments. The intest.ine 
begins in xvii., 

The last heart is in segment xiii. 
The nephridial ducts end in the same line. 
Testes and funnels are frEte in segments x and xi. 
The seminal vesicles In segment xi are quite fused together dorsally, and fill out 

the whole of the segment. Those which belong to segnlent xii are similarly fused,
in their hinder parts at any rate; they pass beyond the limits of segment ~ii and 
forln a large mass which extends to the hinder e~d of xiii. 

The prostates are large compact masses, which bulge the septa of segulent xviii 
forwar~s and backwards, and in this way take up a space of three or four segnlents. 
The gland is but little cut up into lobes. The duct emerges from a deep cleft on the 
inner surface; it is narro\\r and -bent once or twice while still within this cleft, broad
ens on emerging, and becomes fairly stout and shining in its ectal portion. 

The spermathecae fill out all available space in segnlents viii and ix. The aln
pUlla is irregularly ovoid in shape, and the duct is half as long and quite ol1(\-third as 
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thick as the ampulla. The diverticula are rather inco!lspicuous'; they are small flattish 
swellings on the du~t at about t.he middle of its length; two in number, sessile" and 
lobulated (fig. 18). 

The penial setae (fig. 19) are- very little modified. In length they are '45 mm., 
in thickness 18p.; their shape is that of an ordinary seta, with the usual double curve. 
The tip is fairly sharply pointed, and there is no nodulus. The margin shows a few 
small indentations near the tip. 

Perionyx turaensis, Spa nov. 
Plate X, figs. 20, 21. 

Above Tura, Garo Hills, Assam; 3,500-:~,900 ft. ; under bark. July-August 1917. S. Kemp. 
Five specimens and two fragments. 

External Oharacters :-Length variable, but the differences are probably due to 
fragmentation. The animal seenlS to break up easily; one specimen shows a regene
rated zone at the hinder end. The longest specimen, apparently complete, measured 
74 mm.; diameter 2 mm., Colour dark brownish p~rple dorsally, with still darker 
median stripe; ventral surface unpigmented. Segments 132. The ventral surface is 
somewhat flattened. 

Prostomium epilobous ! or rather more, with squarish posterior tongue, which 
mayor may not be demarcated behind. 

Dorsal pores from groove 4/5 or 5/6. 
The setal rings are almost closed ventrally; on the dorsal side zz may be twice 

yz in front of the clitellum, but is less behind. The setae are closer set ventrally, 
and the ventral setae appear smaller than those on the dorsal side. The numbers are 
difficult to count, and there are intervals where some seem to have dropped out, 
so that the following are estimates only:-v/,18, iX/56, xii/54, xix/44, and in the 
middle of the, body 55. 

The clitellum is rather narrowed; it includes two-thirds of segment xiii and 
extends back to the hinder border of xvii (=4i). The intersegmental furrows are 
not obliterated. 

The male pores are on xviii, close together near th~ middle line, on small round 
papillae. The papillae touch each other or alnl0st so, an<! are situated in a slight 
common depression, rectangular or transversely oval in shape, which does not take 
up the whole length of the segment. 

The female pore is single, and appears as a simple depression or as a trans verse 
slit in front of the setal zone of segment xiv. 

The spermathecal apertures are two pairs, in grooves 7/8 and- 8/g, ~lose together 
near the middle line. 

Internal Anatom,y:-No septa are specially thickened, though '8/g and In an even 
less degree 7/8 are slightly so. 

The gizzard, in segment vi, is rudiJnentary. 
A pair of calcareous glands are present in segment Xill as well-defined ovoid 

swellings in which the vascular channels run longitudinally. The intestine begins 
in xviii. 
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The l~st 4eart is, in se"gment xit. 
The arrangement of the ant,eriqr. male organs was not quite clear. There are 

seminal vesicles in ~egments xi and xii,-large square masses fill~g out the segment, 
attaohed' to the ant.erip,r septum qf the segment, those of xi perhaps partly fused 
together in the middle" l~ne, ~hose in xii contiguous only:· In x there is a similar 
structure; in the specimen first' dissected it was definitely noted to be a sac., not 
merely a compact mass of coagulum; the_ funnels appeared to be contained within 
them, so that they would be testis sacs. In another spec~men (in which however, 
as noted below, the male organs had an abnormal position) there were no sacs in the 
oorresponding segment,-only ,a cleanly detachable mass of <}oagulum; and the fun
nels were.free in this all;d the next segment. 

The prostates are compact cubical masses in segment xviii, the septa of which 
are not bulged backwards or forwards.' The short and. moderately stout duct passes 
transversely inwards from the hilus. 

The ampullae of the spermathecae have a; peculiar shape; t,he anterior border 
is deeply indented, so as to form two o~ three rounded lobules (fig. 20), the lowest 
of whioh may simulate a d,iyerticulum. The duct is thick, short, and not definitely 
Inarked off from the ampulla. What I hake to be the real diverticula are a few small 
rounded knobs at the ental end of the duct, which apparently are not always present. 

The penial setae (fig. 21) - are '5 mm. long, and IlIA. thick at the middle. The 
shaft is straight with a slight curvature at the distal end, and tapers rather rapidly. 
The tip however is- cut off squarely, and carries five or six fi~e spines. There are also 
six circles of fine spines on the curved distal portion of the shaft, just above the tip. 

The abnormal specimen mentioned above had the genital organs two segments 
further forwards than the normal. Thus the male pores were on xvi, the posterior 
seminal vesicles in x (extending back however as far as xii), the anterior vesicles in 
ix, the spermathecae in vi and vii., The ma}e funnels were free in seglnents viii 
and ix. 

Remarks :-The nearest relative of the present species is P. parv~tlu8 (Stephen
son, 11), from near Ghoom in the E. Himalayas; but the penhtl setae and form of 
the spermathecae prevent the union of the two. These two, with P. excavatu8, P. 
fulvus, and perhaps P. bainii, seem to form a closely allied natural group. 

P~rionyx pullus, sp. nov. 

Plate X, fig. 22. 

Belga.u~~ Bombay Pres 4-vi-1917. T. R Bell. A single specilllen, the posterior end broken 

'~~. 
. E,xternal Oharacters :-Length of the fragment 62 mm.; diameter max. 3·5 lum. 

Colour dark grey on both surfac~~, scarcely any difference between dorsal and vent.ral. 
Segments present 165. Ventral surface concave except at anterior end, thus present
,~g a longitudinal groove bordered by prominent ventro-Iateral ridges. 

P;rostomiUln epilobous 1, the tongue being triangular; from its backwardly 
direoted point a groove .is continued in the middle line back to the clitelhun. 
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Dorsal pores begin.'in groove 1)2 ~ this must be: a,bout the extreme anterior limit 
which they ever attain, though I could ,not say .that it~ is unique. Beddard (1) 
states that dorsa(pores ar~.l1ever found on the first one or two segments of the 
body. 

The setal rings are interrupted dorsally; in front of 'the clitellum zZ='3yz, and 
behilld=about zyz; but behind the clitellum the interval itself, as well as the inter
setal int.ervals on each side, is irregular. The ventral break is absent, or small and 
irregular. On the ventral surface the setae are small and very close together,-almost 
as close as they can be. For this reason, and also because of the dark colour ~ of the 
animal, they are very difficult to count; behind the clitellum there are about 60, 
and further back 64. 

The clitellum.is extensive, from xi to xx (=10); it is sJ\ghtly swollen, less 
Iuarked or absent ventrally, rather darker in colour, and dorsal. pores are absent. 

The male field is situated on segment xix (whether. normally, or exceptionally in 
this particular specimen, cannot be said). It consists of a mid-ventral rectangular 
area, rat.her broader than long, which. takes up ~ost o~ the .length of the segment; 
it is delimit.ed at the sides by slight grooves and in front and behind by deep tren
ches, which coincide with the intersegmental furrows; the trenches are however 
In uch broader than the intersegmental furrows, and encroach anteriorly and post
eriorly on the surface of the segment. The pores are apparently on two small whitish 
papillae very close together near the midventralline. 

The female pore was not visible. 
The spermathecal apertures are two pairs, in grooves 7/8 and 8/9,. close to the 

llliddle line. 
Internal Anatomy :-N 0 septa are specially thickened. 
There is no gizzard, even vestigial. The pharyngeal glands are especially bulky, 

and extend as large nlasses on the alinlentary canal backwards to segillent ix. The 
oesophagus is bulged laterally, and its walls are vascular" in segments x-xiii. The 
intestine begins in xvii. 

!he last heart is in segment xii. 
The nephridia end in approximately the same line. 
The Inale funnels (presunlably testes also) are free, in segments x and xi. 
Seminal vesicles occupy segments xi, xii, and xiii. They are relatively small, 

are attached to the anterior wall of their segment in each case, and have a r,acemose 
appearanc~ owing to their being composeq. of a number of small lobules; indeed the 
extremely racemose appearance of those in segment xiii caused them momentarily to 
be mistaken for ovaries. There appeared to be art a.dditional minute pair of racelnose 
vesicles in xiv also. 

1'he prostates, in segment xix, are small, and consist of a num:her of elongated 
finger-like lobes, the whole forming a bushy cluster. 'The duct .is small, soft, not 
much thickened, and runs transversely inwards. 

Ovarian funnels were identified in xiii. 
The spernlathecae (fig. 22) are situated in segments viii and ix. The ampulla IS 
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very irregular in shape, ,and narrow:s ,below to become th~ duct without any distinct 
delimitation. If. the' begjnning of the -duct is taken to be just below the diverticula, 
it is about as'long'a.s the am-pulla '; it na,rro-ws gradually towards its ectal end. The 
diverticula, about th~ee in' numb,er, are small rounded ses~ile chambers, situated at, 

what may be considered as the'lower part of the ampulla. 
There are no penial- setae. 

Perionyx minimus, &p. nov._ 

Plate X, fig. 23. 
Belgaum, Bombay Pres. 4-vi-1917.: T. R. Bell. Numerous specinlens. 

Ext~rnal Oharacters :-The worms are very small;' a long one measures 4S mm. 
in length, while the thickness is only 1 mm., or as a maximum It mm. The colour 
is a meq.ium bro:wn dorsally, and a rather lighter brown ventrally. Segnlents 106. 
The ventral surface is flattened. . 

Prostomiunl epilobous ! or nearly' so, tongue cut off behfnd; both prostomium 
and first segment 'divided in the mid-dorsal line by a longitudinal groove. 

Dorsal pores from 4/5; or a rudimentary pore in 4/5, and the first well developed 
pore in 5/6. 

The setal rings are almost closed ventrally; the dorsal interval is well marked, 
=2YZ. The setae are much closer set ventrally than dorsally. On the twentieth 
segment> there are about 26 setae, in the middle of the body about 36. 

The clitellum extends from the middle, or perhaps the anterior end, of xiii 
baokwards'to include segment xvii (=4i or 5); it is rather narrowed, of a somewhat 
darker colour, and t.he separate segments are easily distinguishaple. 

The male pores are on cOlispicuous round papillae on xviii. The area between 
these papillae is depressed, the depression extending longitUdinally from the middle 
of xvii to the anterior third of xix; this area is encroached on laterally by the 
papillae, so that the depression has at dumbbell shape, the dunlbbell being placed 
longitudinally; the apertures look sonlewhat inwards. 

The female pore (or pores) are situated in a transverse groove anteriorly on 
segment xiv. 

The spermathecal pores were not distinctly seen, but appeared to be about a 
quarter of th.e circumference apart, in grooves 7/8 and 8/g. 

Internal Anatomy :-No septa are thickened. 
There is apparently a rudimentary gizzard in segnlent v. The oesophagus is 

slightly bulged in segments xiii and xi v, with longitudinal vascular stri~tiolls. The 
intestine begins behind th~ prostates, in segment xix. The" pha~yngea.I glands" 
extend, baok to segment vii as definite lobes on each SIde filling out the segments. 

The last neart is in segment xii. 
Relatively large seminal funnels are proQsent in segments x and xi, elnhedded in 

a mass of very adherent flocculent matter simulating senlinal vesioles; the testes 
'were not separately identified. 

Seminal vesicles are present in' segnlents ix and xii; both pairs arc brown in 
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colour. . Those in xii ar~ l~rge and lobulated, and "meet, hut do not fuse with each 
other dorsally; the vesicle .on the righf side .in segment ix was moderately large, but 
that on the left was small (? had been in par~ det,ached and washed away). 

The pro,states occupy more than one segment,-xviii and part of _ xvii on the 
right side, -xviii and part. of xix on -the. left; they are somewhat loosely lobulated. 
The duct is short, narrow and rather soft; it is covered over by the lobules' of the 
gland, and is not vis~ble till,these are separated. 

The ovaries, relatively very large, and funnel~ are in segment xiii. In segment 
xiv are conspicuous ovisacs, oontaining large ova. 

The spermatheca.e are of nloderate size, in segments viii and ix. The anlpulla 
is rounded, and. rather flattened between successive septa. The duct is of about the' 
same length as the ampulla; at its ental end, between the two diverticula,. it is 
rather narrow, but becomes thicker below them (fig. 23). The diverticula ar~ small, 
subspherical, and attached to the ental' end of the d~ct by short stalks; they have 
rather a caulift.ower-like appearance, but this is not due to any lobulation,-it seems 
to be occasioned by wisps of iridescent spermatozoa shining th~ough the wall. 

There are no penial setae. 

Perionyx igatpuriensis, sp. nov .. 

Plate X, fig. 24. 

Igatpuri, Bonlbay Pres. 29-vi-J917. B. Prashad. Three specimens, one consisting of only 
the anterior end. 

Elephanta Island, Bombay; on the sea-shore. 30-vi-1917. ~~ Prashad. Three specimens. 

External Oharacters :-Length 40~52 mm.; diameter 2"2-5 mm. Colour dark, 
purple dorsally, pale ventrapy; clitellum slightly lighter dorsally than the rest of 
the dorsal surface. Segments -150-170. 

Prostomium epilobous !, tongue broad, cut off behind'. 
Dorsal pores begin from groove 4/5. 
The setal rings are unbroken dorsally; the ventral hreak is small and irregular, 

or altogether absent. The setae are closer set ventrally than dorsa,lly. The-following 
numbers were counted :-v/36, iX/48, xii/46 , xix/4I, and in the middle of the body 44 
(in the specimen examined from the Bombay material the n.umbers were somewhat 
greater in the anterior segments). 

The clitellum extends over xiii-xvii (only to xvi in Bombay speoimen) (=4 or 5); 
setae are present, and the intersegmental grooves can be distinguished. 

l'he male pores appear as depressions, each in the middle of a small circular area 
with slightly raised lips_ near the middle line in segment xviii; these areas are sepa
rated only by a groove in the mid-ventral line, and in length take up nearly the 
whole segment. Black dots, which may be seen in the depressions, are the 'peni~l 
setae. . 

The female pore is represented by a whitish dot in a transversely-oval depression 
anteriorly on segment xiv. 

The spermathecal pores are two pairs, in grooves· 7/8 and 8/9; they are conspicu-
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OUB round apertures near, the middle .line, the same distance apart as the male 
pores. 

Internal Anatomy :-The first septum appears to be 5/6; all are present, and all 
aTe thin. 

The gizzard, in segment vi, was soft and rather small in the original specimen 
from Igatpuri; in the specimen from Bombay however it was of large size, but soft 
and yielding easily 'to pressure with a needle; in shape it was rather cylindrical, but 
somewhat narrower posteriorly. 

There are no calciferous glands;' the gut may be bulged laterally in segments 
xiii and xiv., The intestine begins in xxiii. 

The last heart is in ~iii. 
The endings of the nephridia are in the same line. 
·Testes and funnels are free in segments x an.d xi; these segments are full of 

flocculent material (developing spermatozoa). 
Seminal v~sicles occupy segments xi and xii; they are large paired sacs, not 

fused in the middle line. They are rounded in for~, their borders not indeilted or 
lobed (in the Bombay specimen they appeared somewhat granular~ as if made up of 
minute lobules). Those in xii are the larger, pressing back septum I2/I3. 

The prostates are compact masses occupying segment xviii, t.he limiting septa of 
whioh are much bulgE!d apart by their bulk;, each consists of an anterior and poste
rior lobe, from between which the duct issues. The duct is short, straight, and narrow, 
and passes tran~ersely inwa.rds. 

The large ovaries and, the-fun.nels are in segment xiii. 
The spermathecae, in segments viii and ix, present an elongated ovoid or irregu

lar ampulla with a short st.out duct, a third or a quarter as long and a third as wide 
as, the ampulla.' - There is a single diverticulum, attached to the base of the alnpulla, 
sessile, cauliflower-like and consisting of a number of small seminal chambers; in ex
tent it is one-third or a quarter as long as the ampulla, against the lower part. of 
which it may be flattened (fig. 24). 

The penial setae are '44=-'52 mm. long, and I5u thick in the middle. The shaft 
is almost straight, very slightly bowed,-more so at the distal end; the tip is simply 
and rather bluntly pointed; there are about six rings of rather small spines near the 
tip. (In the Bombay specimen the setae were a .little larger,-'68 mm. long, and 20~4 

thiok, with ~even well-marked rings of small spines, and two or three rings only ver~r 
faintly indicated proxim~t"to these). 

Remarks :-The present species resembles P. millardi,-very closely in'lnany res
pects. The distin~tive difference is in the spermathecae, which t,here have 110 diverti
oulum. Minor differences are the setal rings,-the breaks dorsally and ventrally being 
smaller or mostly absent here; and perhaps the penial setae, which have fe,ver ring~ 
Q£ spines in the present species. 

Perionyx spp. 
In the -various collections examined there were a nunlber of specinlens of this 

genus ,which could not be referred to any species on account of immaturity. SOllle 
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such were obtained from above Tura, in Assam; from the Western Ghats; from Pa
shok in the Darjiling District; fro~ ~he Sitong Ridge, and from hill streams near 
Sitong, also in the Darjiling District. All these regions are alrea4y, in the recognized 
area of distribution of the genus, and the specimens may be dismissed with a couple 
of remarks on-their habits. Of a batch of specimens Jound above Tura, 'Mr. Kemp 
remarks, " This worm is found coiled up on the upper or under'sides of lea,ves in dense 
jungle, forming a compact gelatinous mass. When touched it spring~ to life, perform
ing somersaults and other acrobatic feats." The second noteworthy feature is the 
aquatic habitat of the worms from hill streams near Sitong; they' were found Iivi~g 
in water under stones. 

Genus Lam pit 0 . 

Lampito manritii, Kinb. 

This worm is one of the commonest in India,-absolutpJ..y the commonest in the 
present collections; -and being so widely distributed it is 'scarcely necessary for the 
'future to note the precise details of each capture. 

The following are the localities from which I have received it :-In the Central 
Provinces and Central India, from Nemar Kheri on the way to Indore, Katni, Gwalior 
and Jubbulpore; in S. Rajputana, from Dungarpur and Banswara; and in the Bom
bay Presidency from Bomb;;ty (where it is very common), Broach, Surat, Ahmedabad, 
Nadiad, Dhanu, Sirvai Madhopur, Baroda, Palchar, a/nd Joshachivir on the way to 
Mahableshwar. 

Genus P her e tim a. 
Pheretima posthuma (L. Vain.). 

Also extremely common; from Khuln~ and Dattapakur in Bengal;_ Udaipur in 
Rajputan~; Gwalior in Central India; Bindra Ban, near Muttra, 'United Provinces; 
and Baroda in the Bombay Presidency. 

Pheretima hawayana (Rosa). 

A common Indian worm; fronl Bindra Ban, Udaipur, and Bombay. 

Ph ere tim a heterochae~a (Mchlsn.).-

Common in India; from SureH, 5,000 ft. in Darjiling District. An immature 
specimen, probably of this species, from. Pashok, 3,500 ft., .~lso in Darjiling District. 

Pheretima elongata (E. Perrier). 
Manmad, Bombay Pl'es. 28-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Several specimens .. 
. Palia, between Indore and Ujjain~ Central India. 27 -vi-1917. B. Prashad One specimen, 

a. mutilated anterior end. 

Indore, Central India. 23-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Three specimens. 
Indore, banks of River Kan. 25-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Several specim~ns', immature, but 

probably of this species. 

Ujjain, Central India. 26-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Several specimens, -~ith others, probably 
of the same species, but immat,ure. 
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c Na,mkana, Slmderbans..,>,B~qgal ;. near the banks of ~ reclaimed island. JO-xi-191S. R. Pra-
sban. Severa:l specime~s., . . . -

Caloutta. 'Nov . .1~13. "E. C. Dorm,i~ux. A single specimen~ 

The iength of the 'specimens from Manmad (the ,only ones subjecteq.. to a complete 
examination). va~'ied; a long ~ne was .as· m~ch as 230 mm. 

J..J~ige testis sacs, enclosing .aliment~~y canal, hearts, and dorsal vessel, as well as 
the t~stes and fu~nels, were pre~ent in segments x and xi; and seminal vesicles in xi, 
xii and xiii, as noted by previo~s observ"ers. The seminaJ vesicles of xi are contained 
within ~he ·te~tis sac of that segment; those of xii ar~' l~rge, and meet· mid-dorsally; 
those of xiii are small. and rounded. 

T t may be noted that the last heart was ~n segment xii, in the specimen dissec
ted. I found no spermat,hecae (this condition has previously been noted in the spe

. cies). 
Rem.arks :-This worm has not hitherto passed for common in India. It was re

corded from three localities by Michaelsen (3) as a result of his exami~ation of the 
extensive collection 6f the Indian Museum,-from Hyderabad, Deccan'; Kandy in 
Ceylon; and Karachi in ~fnd: I had· not myself met with it previously. Like others 

. of the genus, the present species has a wide distribution o~tside India-indeed it 
might be called a "world-wanderer." 

The worm -ha,s generally gone tInder the na,me of P. bi8eriali8; Michaelsen was 
able, by an examination of the types of P. elongata, to e~tablish its identity with the 
latter (4). 

Ph.eretima lignicola, Stephenson. 
Bombay. June; 1915. N. R. Kinnear. ~everal specimens, n~t all mature. 
Bombay. 7-xi-1914. N. B. Kinnear. A number of specimens. 

The oolour appears- to be variable; olive-green and brown have been noted in 
previ~us specimens; these,-the first of the. two batches at least,-were a metallic 
bluish purple dor~ally, and pinkish ventrally. 

The setae of segm.ents ii-ix were larger than those on the rest of the body. The 
intestinal oaeoa were crenulated on their dorsal margin. 

·Subfam.OOTOOHAETINAE. 

Genus Hop 1 0 C h a e tell a . 
Hoplochaetella anomala, sp. nov. 

Plate X, figs. 2"5-29. 
Belgaum, Bombay~ Pres. 5-vi,1910. N. B. Kinnear. Eight specimens, and a fragment con

sisting of the posterioJ) end. In bad condition. 

External Oharacter8 :-Length about 85 m·m.; diameter 3 11Ull. The ,vorIllS are 
~Jlparently unpigmented or alnlost so; in their present condition, with nluch thinned 
body-walls, the colour is given by the intestinal contents. Seglnents ca. 105. 

Prostomium epilobous !, tongue broad, sides slightly converging behind, not cnt 
o~ ~Y a transverse furrow. 
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Dorsal pores begin from 4/5. 
The setal rings are almost closed ventrally; aa=I!-2ab. The dorsal break is 

about 4Yz in fr~nt of the clitellum, 3Yz behind it, and 2YZ in thamiddle of the body. 
The setal intervals decrease somewhat outwards from the middle line, so that aa> ab > 
bc > cd. The numbers of setae are difficult to ascertain, since the worms w!ll bear 
scarcely any manipulation, and do"ubtless many setae have dropped out; I could only 
count the intervals between the muscle bundles :-viii/36-44, xii/40-46, and in the 
middle of the body 40. 

The clitellum extends from !xiii to ~xvi (=3); it is ,smooth, brownish, swollen 
and wen defined; setae are present, but no intersegmentat furrows. 

The male area (fig. 25) presents two pairs of well-marked depressions, crater~like, 
with thickened and rounded margins, on segments xvii and xix; these ~re rather . 
oval in a transverse direction." The l~p ~s less definite on the inner side, where it 
merges into a mid-ventral' thickened area between the two-<iepressions of a pair. The 
depressions extend transversely betwee~ the lines of setae band h, and with their lips 
land the median thickened area take up the whole transverse extent of the ventral 
surface; longitudinally also they occupy the wh~le of the length of their r~spective 
segments, without however encroaching on segment xviii. 

The male apertures are in the inner portions of the excavations, between the 
lines of setae c and tl. 

The female aperture ·is single, in a small cii'cular whitish area just in front of the 
setal zone of segment xi v . 

The spermathecal apertures are two pairs, on small papillae on segments viii ~n~ 
ix; they are in line with seta c, and about one-fifth o~ the circulnference apart. In 

-segment ix the papillae are in the setal zone, in viii in front of it. 
The above description is that of the specimen of which a complete 'examination, 

internal and external, was made. In some of the other specimens there Were a few 
variations in the external genital marks which deserve mention. 

In one, there was "a cup-shaped shallow depression, also with a thickened rounded 
margin, on the left side of segment xviii; this was rather smaller than those on xvii 
and xix, much shallower, and slightly internal in position to them. In another, there 
were depressions on both sides of xviii. Or the depressions containing the male poreil 
may be smaller than above described, and circular in ~hape, not extending so far out
wards; or the depressions may be reduced by the filling up of their outer part, the 
lip being much thickened here, almost like a papilla to the outer side of the pit. 

A displacement of the setal line in the spermathecal region has been noticed in 
other species of the genus. This was not the case in the specimen first examined, 
though setae cde appeared to be absent on both sides of segments viii and ix. In 
another, cdef were displaced forwards o'n both sides in segment viii; cd were displaced 
ba,ckward~ on the right side in ix, while on the left side the -setal line was irregular. 

Internal Anatomy :-The septa were all softened; they are apparently distinguish
able as far forwards as 3/4, and II/I.2 and 12/I3 are perhaps somewhat thickened. 

The gizzard is of large size, regularly ovoid, firm, in segment vii. The calcifer-
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ous glands are in segmen~s x-xiii, sm~ll, ovoid, set off from 'the alimentary can~l; in 
segments x and xi _ they are with.in th~' -testis Sact:;. The intestine begins in, xvi. 

The last heart is in segment xii. There is no large transverse vessel in xiii, but 
anteriorly in xiv a pair of stout vessels are given off from the dorsal vesse],-these 
may however only go to the aliment~ry c~tial. 

In the first nineteen seg~~nts only micronephridia are prese!-lt; some of these 
are scattered, and o'thers form -large tufts anteriorly by the side of the pharynx: 
Meganephridia begin from segment" xx; probably ~icronephridia coexist, but have 
become unrecogn iza ble. 

Testis sacs are present in segments x and xi as large chambers which enclose the 
dorsal vessel and alimentary canal as well as the testes and funnels; those of seg
ment x enclose in addition a pair of seminal vesicles. 

The seminal vesicles are in segments ix, x, and xii; those in x, within the testis 
sacs, are attached to the posterior ~all of the segment'; those in ix and xii are large, 
and only slightly indented into lobes. . 

The prostates are two pairs of coiled tubes. The ,anterior occupy segments xvii 
and xviii, the. posterior segments xix to xxi. ~he ~uct is in each case stQuter than 
the gland, shining, straight and rather short, thinner at its ental end; each passes 
obliquely forwards and inwards. The ends of both pairs of ducts are surrounded by 
a 80ft white cushion on the inner face of the body-wall. 

The vasa deferentia are two on each side, and pass backwards side by side beyond 
the termination of th~ anterior prostatic duct (fig. 26); shortly behind this, the outer 
duct of the two double~ back, after crossing underneath the inner, and ends immedi
ately behind the termination of the anterior prostatic duct; the other vas deferens 
goes on, and ends immediately in front of the termination of the posterior prostatic 
duct. 

The ovaries are in segment xiii; there are small ovisacs in xiv. 
There are two pairs of spermathecae; the ampulla is a'sac of very irregular form 

(fig. 27),-' in Some cases a portion is almost constricted off. The duct is stout, near
ly as long as the ampulla, dilated ana not shiny in its ental part, narrower and shining 
below;- at its thickest part it is half as broad as the ampulla; it is separated from 
the sac above it b~ a constriction," The diverticula are two, opposite each other, 
attached to the duct immediately below the dilated part; each consists of a few 
rounded seminal chambers, the whole ,being sessile on the duct. The endings of the 
ducts, as seen on the inner side of the body-wall, correspond in position to the 
papillae seen externally. 

As in other species, there are a number of accessory glands. These are clusters 
of fing~r-shape~ structures, three to five in each cluster, of various lengths, the 
longest about equal to the duct of the spermatheca or rather longer. Each cluster 
ends .near the termination of a .. sperm~thecal duct. The accessory glands thenlselves 
are solid, but have a distinct and fairly long duct with a lumen, and they are 
connected, where they pierce the bqdy-wall, with the modified copulatory setae of 
segments viii and ix; fig. 28 is a rough sketch of gland and seta extracted together. 
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These .copulatory setae are in length '61 rom., and in thickness .at ·the middle 
22~; they are· almost straight, with.a slight curve at the -proxiInal end,· tapering 
and bluntly pointed distally. There is scarcely any ornamentation,-only a few very 
fine oblique lines, or semicircular markings convex proximally, near the tip 
(fig. 29). 

There are no penial setae in the segments of the male apertures. 
Re·marks :-The above interesting form has obvious relations with those I have 

previously described (13) under the nalll~ Hoplochaetella; it has, besides the same 
arrangement ~f prostates and spermathecae, the same displaced and modified setae in 
tlie neighbourhood of the spermathecal apertures~ the same distribution pf c~lciferous 
glands, and the same peculiar nephridial system. It does not however agree in all 
points with the emended definition o£.the genus which I gave. 

Of the points of difference, one of the most interesting is the manner of ending 
of the vasa deferentia; in the other species of the genus the vasa deferentia unite, 
and then open in common with the anterior prost,ate on the seventeenth segment, 
while here the vasa are separa.te, and open, one with the anterior prostate on segment 
xvii, and the other with the posterior on xix. 

In the Megascolecidae, wha,t may be ,described as an attraction between t,he ter
minal portions of the genital organs is of very general occurrence. The primitive 
condition in the family is that known as the "original Acan~hodriline," where the 
prostates end on segments xvii and xix, the vasa deferentia (after joining together) 
on xviii, and the spermathecae in furrows 7/8 and 8/g. In the Megasc.olecinae, one 
pair of prostates has disappeared, and the ot,her has been "attracted," -to join the 
termination of the vasa deferentia in xviii, an intermediate stage being seen in the 
genus Diplotrema. In the other species of H oplochaetella, and in Erythraeodrilus, the 
conjoined v~sa deferentia have been attracted fo!wards (to continue the same figure) 
to join the anterior prostatic duct on xvii. In the other species of H oplochaetelta also, 
the two pairs of prostates are approaching each other, and the two pairs of sperma
thecae show the same t.endency. The very frequent union of the original pair of 
female pores on segment xiv is perhaps to be referred to the same group of pheno
mena. In E1ttyphoeus (Octochaetinae) the single vas deferens on each side ends in 
common with the prostatic duct on xvii. Similar instances can be quoted from the. 
Ocnerodrilinae. 

In the present form, the attraction has taken a different course; the two vasa 
deferentia of each side have been as it were pulled apart, one towards the anterior, the 
other towards the posterior prostate, while these maintain their original position on 
the middle of segments xvii and xix. 

In regard to the above point of dIfference, neither the present, nor the former 
species of Hoplochaetella can be said to be primitive as compared with the other; 
evolution has merely taken a different course in the two. In certain features how
ever the present form appears to show a more primitive condition than the species 
previously described. Thus the two pairs of spermathecal apertures, which in the 
other species are both on segment viii, are here nlore widely separated, on ~egments 
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viii and ix respectively. So toC? the pro3tatic apertures are in preVIOUS species pos-
1ieriorly on xvii and anteriorly o~ xix, or actually in the furrows 17/18 and I8/I9; 
while here they maintaIn their original position at the middle of xvii and xix. 

Lastly, the testes an~ ~unnels are free in segments x and xi in the former species 
but are contained in testis sacs in the present form. Here I am not clear as to which 
is t.he more primitive condition. As a rule, of course, the free condition is to be 
looked on as primitive, and that in which the testes a.nd funnels are enclosed in sacs, 
-separated-off portions of the coelom,-as secondary. But in the previous species 
of the genus the testes and funnels are not free in the usual sense; segments x and xi 
are very narrow', and s~-pta 9/ro, 10/11, and rr/I2 are fused together at their periphery 
so as, at first, to give the impression of one enormously thickened septum. What 
has happene~ is that these septa have become approximated, and the contained seg
ments very much contracted; whether originally, before the contraction took place, 
they contained testis sacs cannot now be decided,-the sac-walls (if the sac originally, 
as in the present form and often elsewhere, contained alimentary canal, hearts and 
dorsal vessel) may have simply fused with the walls of the segment.. 

I hav.e previously (13) shown that Hoplochaetella is to be regarded as the ances
tor of Erythraeodrilu~. In some ways the present form may represent that ancestor 
mote closely than any of the previous species; thus the condition as regards testis 
sacs is the same in this form and in Erythraeodrilus, and similarly with regard to the 
number and position of the seminal vesicles (three pairs in this form and in Erythrae
odril'lts, in segments be, x, and 1Cii; two, in ix and xii, in the other species of H oplo
chaetella). The distinctive difference between Hoplochaetella and Erytll,raeodrilus -is 

~ I 
the presence 6f two pairs of prostates in the first., of one pair only. in the second;_ in 
this, t:p.e present form agrees with Hoplochaetella, along with which I propose to in
clude'it, widening the previously given definition of the genus (as regards the endings 
of the vasa deferentia, the positions' of the prostatic and spermathecal apertures, and 
"the free testes and funnels) for the purpose. 

Hoplochaetella spp. 
Daman Road, N. of Bombay (between Bomb~y and Surat). 7-vii-HH7. B. Prashad. Five 

specimens, none sexually ~ature. 
Bomb~y, Malabar Hill. l-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Numerous specimens, none mature. 
Bombay, Elephanta Island, high up on a hill. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Numerous speci

mens, none mature. 

In the specimens from Malabar Hill the spernlathecae could be seen on dissection 
to be just, forming; they appeared to end in the furrows 7/8 and 8/9; if so, the ap
-proximation of the two pairs has not gone so far as in the majority of the species, 
where both pairs are on segment viii. 

The specimens from Dama~l Road presented one point of interest to Ine. ~rhc 
type of the genus Hoplochaetella is Bourl)-e's Perichaeta stuarti; and in identifying Illy 
former five species as belonging to this genus (13), one point which came up for dis
cussion . was that Bourne described certain diverticula of the intestine which I did 
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not find in an:y of my specimens ;-" In somites xxiii-xxvi (?). there are four pairs of 
special diverticula on the dorso-Iateral portions of the intestin.e." In~ the example of 
the Daman Road batch which I dissected I noted that the segmental swellings and 

: intersegmental constrictions of the intestine were very marked dorso-Iaterally, in its 
anterior part; and from about segment xxiii onwards for _ ten or a dozen segments 
there were very distinct lateral (not ,however dorso-Iateral) sacculi, but their extent 
was rather indefinite. I did not, in my previous paper, consider the feature as of 
generic significance; still it is perhaps some slight o~nfirmation of my identification 
to find something similar (though not quite identical) in a worm which certainly be .. 
longs to the same group as those I there described. 

Genus 0 c toe h a e t u s/. 
Octochaetus barkudensis, Stephenson. 

Barkuda Island, Chilka Lake, Ganjam Dist., Madras Pres.; at base of tree .. 25-vii-1917 to 4-
viii-1917. N. Annandale. Four specimens. 

Same locality, date, and collector. Under stones on shore of isla,nq .. One larger and a number 
of smaller specimens. 

The papillae on segment viii may be joined-in the middle line, and so • appear as 
a dumbbell-shaped thickening. 

In addition to the median oval papilla on segment xxii there may' be a similar 
one on xxi. 

Octochaetus fermori, Mchlsn. 
Dhanli~ a litjile distance N. of Bombay. 7-vii-1917. ~. Prashad. Sevel'at specimens, imma-

ture. 
Surat, W. India. 8-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Several specimens. 
Ahmedabad, W. India. ,11-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Several speQimens. 
Baroda, W. India; by the banks of a tank. 9-vii-1917. B. P·rashad. A single specimen. 
Same place; on a small hillock. lO-vii-1917. B. Prashad. One specimen, with perhaps two 

others, immature. 
Gwalior, Central India; bank of a stream. 17-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Five specimens. 
Same place; under flower-pots. 17-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specim~, rather imma

ture. 

Octochaetus paliensis, ap. nov. 

Plate X, figs. 30-33. 
Palia, between Indore and Ujjain, Central India. 27-vi-1917. n. Prash~d. A single speci-

men, not in good condition. 
Indore, Central India. 23-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Several specimens. 
Poona. 3-vh-1917. B. Prashad. Two specimens, orie smaner, not fully mature. 
Bina, Central Prodnces. 19-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 

The descript~on which follows is of the specimen from Pa;lia, the on~ which was 
first examined. A few differences in the Poona specimens and in the. one from Bina 
will be mentioned subsequently. 

External' Oharac'ter8 :-Length 45 mm .. ; diameter 2·75 mm: Colour yellowish 
grey, not darker on the dorsal surface; clitellum browner. Seg~ents. I4I . 
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Proatomium apparently'proepilo b9US (buccal cavity everted). 
Do~sal pores ~r.om furro~ 12/13-

~29 

S~t~~_paired ~ in f;ront of the clitell~m ab = !aa ~.less than half (say l) be =-- fed; 
pehind the" olitellum ab = }aa =. half be = led; in the midille of the body ab = ~aa = 

t6o',and. is slightly less than ed. 
. The clitellum extends over segments xiii-xvii (= 5). Furrows are visible ventral

ly, but not dorsally; dorsal pores are absent. 
The male field shows two. elonga~ed 'trench-like depressions, on segments xvii and 

xix respectively; these take up the whole length qf the segments, and'are thus'sepa
rated by a transverse ridge which represents the ventral surface of xviii; the tren
ohes extend from a little outside the line of setae b to a corresponding point on the 
other side, and their lateral por~ions are rather deeper than the middle. 

The prostatic pores are in these lateral portions, in l~ne with setae b, on small 
white papillae. The seminal gr~oves pass longitudinally and· straight between the 
pores of the same side. 

The female pores could not ~e <;listinguished. 
. The w'l~ole of th~ ventral surfaces of segments viii and ix are thickened and some
w~t flattened, forming a couple of. low papillae, transversely much, elongated, and 
With their later~l ends rounded; . these e*tend on each side to some distance outside 
t'4e line of set-ae b. The spermathecal apertures appear to be just in front of the site 
tt( set~e a of these segments, though setae a,. and b are not visible. 

"~Iri,ternal Anatomy :-The first septum is probably 4/5; this is moderately 
~hickeried. Behind this is a space in which lies the gizzard; t~e next septum is 7/8 ; 
this, and all the succeeding ones to 11/12 are somewhat thickened; thereafter the 
thickening decreases as far as 14/15, after which all are thin. 

The gizzard, in front of septum 7/8, is spherical, and not very hard. There is a 
pair of la;rge calciferous glands in segment xv, on the right side getting also into xiv; 
each is-kidney-shaped, with its convex margin indented. 'The intestine begins in xvii. 

The ~ast heart is in segment xii. 
The excretory system is micronephridial. 
Male funnels are free in segments x and xi; testes were only doubtfully identi

fied. 
The seminal veSIcles are in segments ix ~nd xii. In the latter segment they are 

small, somewhat flattened, and'lie within the curve of the hearts on each side. In 
segment ix I found none on the right side; but on the left· there was a fairly large, very 
deeply indented and lobed vesicle. 

The prostates are two pairs of opaque, moderately thick, convoluted tubes, in 
segments xvii and xix, which bulge apart the septa. The duct is thinner, shining, 
w.avy in its cour~e~ transverse in direction, and thinner in itA first part than after
. wards. 

The ovaries are in the usual situation. 
The spermathecae are two pairs. The ampulla is elongated, somewhat conical, 

'af moderate size; the duct is half- as wide and one-third a,s long as the ampulla, not 
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sharply marked off,_ and not sllining. The diverticl,dum'is single, ?lub-.s~aped, with
out distinct stalk', and in length pne-third or one-fou1:t.h of _ the whole main pouch 
(ampulla plu8 duct); it arises from t:p.e ectal end of ~he duct (fig. 30). 

The penial setae are in length '65- '76 mm., and their thickness at the middl~ is 
r6,.t· the shaft is straight, the distal end slightly curved,'-3,nd the tip.bluntly pointed ;\ , , 
the ornamentation consists of about eight' circles of small spines near jj;he tip (fig. 
3Ia). A second shape also occurs, with a somewhat sinuous o:utline at the distal 
end, and more sharply pointed tip (fig. 3Ib); this)s possibly due to such setae being 
younger, and not fuHy straightened out. 

The copulatory setae of segments viii and ix are in length .76-.82 mm., and 22p. 

thiok in the middle. The proximal half is straight, the gistal portion bowed; the tip 
is rather sharply pointed, and somewhat c]aw .. shaped, with a slight swelling just 
proximal to the point. On the bowed distal portion of the shaft the convex ,and 
concave borders are furnished each with a row of spines, or incisions (fig. 32; in the 
example illustrated the spines stand.off remarkably clearly; usually they are closely 
adpressed to the shaft). 

In the speci!llen frpm Poona, the setal intervals were a little dif1erent :-in front 
of the genital region ab = ~aa-- half be = !ed; behind the clitellum .ab = !aa = ~bc. 
= !ed; in the Iniddle of the body ab = jaa =. tbe = ted; dd- is approximately t of 
the circumf~rence. 

The trenches on the male field of the previous example are here contained within 
a somewhat thickened area, w hich ~xtends posteriorly to the mIddle of segment xx, 
whel'e it becomes joined to a transversely m-uch elongated papilla; this papilla covers 
the posterior half of xx and t;he anterior half of xxi, and transversely is of equal 
extent with the' trenches in front. 

There seemed to be a very thin septum in front of the gizzard" corresponding to 
6/7; 5/6 seemed to be the only missing one. Small ovisacs were present'in segment 
xiv. 

The spermathecal ampulla here haa the form of an ovoid sa,c; the duct is hardly 
distinguishable. The diverticulum is a rather cauliflower-like cluster of small seminal 
chambers, with a short stalk (fig. 33). 

In some of the penial setae the tip, instead of being rounded, appears to have 
sharp lateral edges. O~ the copulatory setae also ther~ seems to b~ a lateral, rather 
thick ridge on the claw~like tip; this was more or less distinct in the previous sp~ci
men also. 

In the specimen froln Bina, the prostomiunl might be said to be oompounded of 
the pro]obous and tanylobous types,-a tallylobous prostomium with a transvers~ 
furro\\" at the anterior end of the" tongue" outting it off from the projecting lobe in 
front. The relations of the setal intervals' are scarcely sllfficiently different from the 
type to deserve mention. The seminal vesicles, in ix and xii, were fairly bulky, and 
their margins were only slightly lobulated. 
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The spermathecae· were, 8JS seen in dissection, of the simplest possible form,-
. elongated sacs, narrowing somewhat at their· ectal end, without diverticulum. On 
microscopical ex.amination however a-diverticulum was seen, bound down to the main 
sac; this was an <?void simple appendage, showing no seminal chambers, entering the 
main sac rather nearer the ectal than the ental end; it was a little narrower towards 
its attachment, but there was no stalk; its length was a quarter, its thickness less 
than half, that, of the main pouch. 

The penial and copulatory setae were exactly those of the variety next to be 
desoribed. 

var. riparius, var. nov. 

,Plate X, figs. 34, 35· 
Gwalior, Central India; on the bank of a stream. 17 -vi -1917. B. Prashad. Four specimens. 
,Same place; in a garden. Same date and collector. Numerous specinlenR. 
Same place; under flower-pots. Same date and collector. Two specimens. 

External Oharacters :-The largest specimen examined was go mm. long, and 3·5 
in diameter. Colour buff or yellowish grey, no difference between dorsal and ventral 
&lurfaces; the clitellum may have a reddish tinge. Segments 135. 

Prostomium tanylobous or almost so; furrows at the sides of the tongue parallel, 
but may be only slightly marked. 

Dorsal pores begin at the hinder border of the clitellum. 
The setae are paired. The relations may be expressed thus :-In front of the 

olitellum ab = !aa = ibc = !ed; behind the clitellum = laa = tbc = !ed; in the mid
dl~ <:>f the body = taa = -tbc = ed; dd in the middle of the body is equal to i of the 
ciroumference. 

The clitellum extends over segments xiii-xvii; it is thickened, well defined at 
both ends, the furrows obliterated but setae just indicated. 

The male area is rather square, with thickened borders; it includes segments 
xvii-xix and the anterior half of xx, extending transversely across the whole ventral 
surface. This area presents a dumbbell-shaped depression, expanded on segments 
xvii and xi~ the narrowed handle of the dumbbell being on xviii (i.e. the dumbbell 
is placed longitudinally); the narrowing of the depression on xviii is caused by two 
large flat papil~ae, continuous at their outer margins with the thickened edge of the 
general male area (fig. 34). 

The prostatic pores are in the line of setae b, in the broadened ends of the dumb-
bell; the seminal grooves are convex inwards, skirting the inner border of the fiat 

papillae. 
The whole male field Inay be compared with that of the typical form by suppos-

ing that the lateral papillae of the present form have there extended nlesially and 
joined, thus producing two' separate depressions, one on xvii and one on xix ("That I 
have call~d the" trenches "), with an intervening transverse ridge on xviii. 

The female pores (or pore) are doubtless situated iil a transversely oval area in 
front of the setal zone of segment xiv, which extends fronl a point between a and b 
on one side to a corresponding point on the other. 
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The ventral surfaces ·of segments viii and ix .~re thickened, as in the typical ~orm3 
these thickenings show each a pair of shallow depressions, approximately in the situ~
tion of the ventral.pa,irs of setae (which however are not to be seen), and connected 
each with its fellow across the middle line by. an irregular shallow trench. The spar
mathecal pores are in the depressed areas, rather in, front of the middle of the seg:
ment, in the line of setae a, or between a and b. 

Internal A natomy :-~eptum 4/5 is moderately thick; the next is 7/8, which is 
somewhat thickened, as are all as far backwards as 13/14. The thickest of the series 
are 10/11 and 11/12; the thickenhig decreases by degrees in front and behind these; 
there is some slight thickening even as far back as 16/17. 
. The gizzard is large and ovoid, occupying part of the ~pace between septa 4/5 and 
7/8. There is one pair of calciferous glands, in segment xv, with lobed outer margins. 
The intestine begins in xviii. 

The last heart is in xii. 
The micronephridia are small, numerous, and scattered irregularly. 
Testes and funnels are free ~n segments x and xi; these segments are filled out by 

masses of flocculent matter. The seminal vesicles, in ix -and xii, are small. 
The prostates are much coiled, in xvii and xix; the relatively short duct is thin

ner than the glandular part, and passes inwards with an irregular bend at its begin
ning. A number of muscular bands, similar to those described by Michaelsen in O. 
8urensis (4), are -sufficiently prominent to attract attention. 

The spermathecae are so exactly similar to those of- the previously described 
specimen from Poona that no further account is necessary. 

The penial setae, °7 mm. long~ 18ft thick in the mid~le and 201-'- _ at the proximal 
end, resemble very closely the second shape found in the type form; the number of 
rings of spines is about a dozen. 

The copulatory setae are '52 mm. long, and 20ft thick in the middle. rhey have 
the same bluntly pointed, slightly swollen and claw-shaped tip as the typical form. 
The convex and concave borders of the· distal third of the shaft are furnished with 
thin serrated ridges (fig. 35), somewhat as if the spines of the typical form were bound 
to the shaft each by a delicate web. In addition, on the face of th~ s~ta which is 
presented to the observer under the microscope, a series of semicircular markings is 
seen; but I am not quite clear what these actually represent. 

In one, but only one, of the numerous specimens from the garden, an ;;tdditional 
marking was present. This was a large slightly hollowed transverse papilla on the 
posterior half of segment xx and anterior half of xxi, extending from between a and b 
on one side to a corresponding point on the other, and joining the thickening of the 
male field along its anterior border (compare the specimen of the typical form from 
Poona). 

Remarks :-The species is a very variable one,-in the characters of the pro
stomium, the external genital markings, the spermathecae, the penial anq. copulatory 
setae. Thus there are three well-marked kinds of spermathecal diverticulum,-simple 
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and attached to the ectal end, chambered and atta'ched to the ectal end, and simple 
and ~ttached (not' merely attached' but bound down, by connective tissue) to 'near 
the middle of the sac. The variations ar~ however so distributed that it is impossible 
to describe all the combinations as separate forms; the one that I have name'd (var. 
'riparius) ,1':1 distInguishable on external examination by the marked difference in the 
ma,le genital area~ 

OctoQhaetus prashadi, Spa nov. 

Plate X, figs. 36-38. 
Kalyan, near Bombay. 7-vii-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 
Sakafwari, on the way to Mahableshwar, W. Ghats. 4.vii-~917. B. Prashad. Two spec i-

mens. 

External Oharacters :-Length 51-61 m~.; diameter 2-5-3'5 mnl. Colour buff, 
lla pigmentation, no difference between dorsal and ventral surfaces. Segments ca. 
150; v and vi bian!lular, some or all of the rest up to the clitellum triannular. 

Prostomium epilobo~s in varying degrees. 
Dorsal pores from furrow 12/13 (there may be a rudimentary pore in 11/12). 
There are some slight variations in the setal relations in the various specimens, 

but;they are not very different from the following·:-In the anterior part of the body 
ah == 1aa = ibc = lcd, and the same behind the clitellum; in the nliddle of the body: 
.. ~ iaa = half be = !cd. The dorsal interval dd = t of the circumference. 

~he clitellum is absent, or very faint and indefinite. 
The male field shoWR a quadrangular thickening which includes part of xvi and 

$¥tendS backwa~ds to the hinder border of xx; laterally it reaches to the line of setae 
c.. On segments xvii and xix are transverse trench-like 9,epressions, deeper in their 
lateral portions, where the prostatic pores are situated on rounded papillae in line 
with setae b. The general aspect of the male area is thus not unlike that of the last 
species. 

Here again is the same difficulty. One of the specimens fronl Sakarwari, though 
00rr~sponding closely in all other' points, and especially in the peculiar penial and 
copulatory setae, differs markedly from the other examples in the configuration of the 
male field" The thickening is ,less extensive; it does' not get on to segment xx, and 
laterally does not reac~ the line c; the,re are no transverse depressions. Just possibly 
the difference is due to the animal not being sexually as advanced as the others. 

The female pores are perhaps represented by a pair of small whitish dots near the 
middle line on segment xiv, and nearly at the middle of the length of the seglnent. 

The ventral surfaces of segments viii and ix are thickened, especially, it lllay be, 
round the .sites of setae a and b; these setae nlay ~lot be visible, or they Inay be seen, 
rather closer together than usual and shifted forwards nearer t.he anterior border of 
the segment. The spermathecal apertures' are in furrows 7/8 and 8/9, conspicuous, 
i~ line with setae b, or between a and b. 

Internal Anatomy :-Septum 4/5 is somewhat thickened: 5/6 is thin, and 6/7 absent. 
There is then some thickening as-far as the clitellar region, most lllarked, perhaps, in 
'septa g/ro and 10/11, and decreasing in front of and behind these. 
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The gizzard is in front <:>f septum 7/8, relatively large, globular, but.not very firm. 
There is a large calciferous gland on each side in xv, projecti~g backwards 'also .into 
xvi; each is divided into an anterior and a pbsterior lobe, and on the.whole is kidney
shaped; the :posterior ends approach eac:p. other, and are at a higher level in the seg
ment than the anterior. The intestine begins in xvii or xviii. 

The last heart was in segment xiii twice, in xii once. 
The micro nephridia ar~ numerous and small. 
Testes and funnels are free in segments x and xi; the funnels are of large size, 

or at least the iridescent mass which adheres to them is. The seminal vesicles are in 
segments ix and xii; they are slightly lobulated; both pairs may be of moderate size, 
or those in ix may be much larger than the posterior pair. 

The prostates, in segments xvii and xix, are relatively large, and bulge apart the 
septa of the containing segments. The glandular part is ~ rather thick and opaque 
tube, closely coiled; the duct is much thinner, shiny, passing inwards with a bend or 
loop at its origin, or with a wavy course. 

Ovaries and funnels occupy the usual situation; there were in one specitp-en 
minute empty ovisacs in segment xiv. 

The spermathecal sac has a very stout duct which is not sharply marked off; the 
diverticulum is of considerable relative size, and has ~ very thick stalk; it arises from 
the spermathecal duct where the latter enters the body wall (fig. 36). So much can 
be said of all three specimens; but all three differ in details. The ampulla' may be 
irregular in shape, or simply ovoid; the diverticulum may b.e almost as long as the 
main sac, or considerably short.er; it may be quite simple, or it may be slightly lobed,. 
and on microscopical exa~ination a few small seminal chambers.may be distinguish
able. 

The penial setae (fig. 37) are in length 1'5 mm., and 40p. thick in the middle; 
the tip is slightly hooked, and rather hollowed or spoon-like on its concave side.. The 
ornamentation consists of a large number of close~set rings of fine spines, which extend 
nearly half way along the shaft. 

The copulatory setae are -8 mm. long, and 26,'l thick at their middle. They are 
slightly bowed, and the tip is pointed; the distal portion of the shaft is marked by a 
number of scar-like depressions, with a general semicircular shape, and sharply defined, 
elevated and notched proximal margin (fig. 38). 

Remark8 :-In a nunlber of details the present fo_rm remarkably resembles the 
last. The penial and copulatory setae however are very characteristic. There is no 
doubt however that this and the last are closely related species. 

Octochaetus montanus, sp. nov. 

Plate X, figs. 39, 40. 

Panchgani, W. Ghats, 12 miles from l\iahableshwar; alt. 4,000 ft. 5-vii-1917. B. Prashad. 
A single specimen. 

External Oharacters :-Length 60 mm. ; thickness 3 '5. mm. Colour buff, non-pig
nlented, slightly blotchy in places. Segnlents ISS. 
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Prostomium epilobous !, the tongue separated "from the projecting lobe in front, 
but not delimited behind. 

DorsaI' pores- b~gin from furrow 10/lt. 
The setal relations may'be expressed as follows :-On segment vii ab = iaa = half 

be. = ted; behind the clitellum ab = laa = Jbc = half cd; in the middle of the body ab 
= too = -Jbc = ted; dd = almost .j of the circumference. 

The saddle-shaped clitellum takes up nearly eight segments, from near the anter
ior border of xii to xix inclusive. 

The male field is a rectangular whitened area which includes the ventral surfaces 
of segments ,xvii-xix, and extends'latera1ly to just outside the lines of setae b. The 
seminal grooves run longitudihally in "line with setae a; the prostatic apertures, at 
the ends of the grooves, are not separately visible; the intersegmental furrows are 
visible, intersecting the seminal grooves at right angles. 

An elongated, transversely oval genital papilla is present behind the male area, 
over the situation of furrow 21/22, depressed in its centre, where it covers the anterior 
half of xxii and the posterior 'of xxi; laterally it reaches on each side to the line of 
setae b. 

Segment xi v presents a whitish pad mid-ventrally, on which the female pores 
q,ie perhaps represented by a couple of darkish dots at about the middle of the length 
Of, 'b"he-segment. 

The spermathecal apertures seem to be in furrows 7/8 and 8/9, as a couple of 
whitish dots in line with a. 

Inter!Lal Anatomy :-'Septum 4/5 is moderately stout; 5/6 to 7/8 are very thin; 
8/9 is 'somewhat thickened, g/lO to Il/I2 moderately so, 12/t3 very slightly so. 

The gizzard is in segment vi, of moderate size, squarish. The calciferous glands 
are two pairs, in segments xv and xvi, ovoid, antero-posteriorly compressed, and situ
ated dorsally on the alimentary canal by the side of the dorsal vessel. The intestine 
begins in xvii. 

The last heart is in xii. 
The excretory system consists of scattered micronephridia. 
Testes and funnels are free in segments x and xi. Two pairs of'large seluinal 

vesicles occupy ix and ,xii, those in xii meeting dorsally above the alinlentary canal; 
both pairs are much lobulated,-indeed they Inight be described as racelllose. 

The prostates are two pairs, rather small. The glandular part is a rather t,hick 
opaque tube, with a few undulations but generally transverse in direction; t.he duct 
is very small, short and thin, also transverse in direction. 

The large ovaries have the usual situation. 
The spermathecal ampulla is an irregular sac; its duct iR large, stout at it.s begin

ning and narrowing towards its ectal end, as long as the ampulla and fully half a8 

thick in its ental portion. There is a single diverticulum, which arises frol11 the 
duct at or above the middle of its length; it is finger-shaped on the whole, slightly 
s~ollen at its blind end, where a few seminal chambers are indistinctly seen (fig. 39). 

The penial setae are in length up to 1'5 nlm., but very thin,-only 6/l in thick-
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Hess at the Iniddle.. The shaft is rather bO,wed, and slightly undulating towards the 
tip; it tapers very gradually, and the tip is . simply pointed; there is no ornamenta
tion (fig. 40). 

There are no copulatory setae in the spermathecal region. 

Octochaetus pallidus, sp. nov. 

Plate XI, figs. 41 , 42. 
Panchgani, W. Ghats, 12 miles from Mahableshwar; alt. 4,000 ft. 5-vii-1917. B. Prashad. 

Two specimens, one damaged in the clitellar region. 
MahableRhwar, W. Ghats, 5,000 ft. 5·vii-1917. B. Prashad. A single mature specimen. 

External Oharacters :-.Length 40-44 mm.; diameter 2 85 mm. Colour pale yel
lowish, quite unpigmented, no difference between dorsal and ventral surfaces. Se~

ments 166; segments vi-ix indistinctly triannular,-indeed this secondary annulation 
extends Jaintly as far back as the clitellum. 

The prostomium differs in the two specimens -from Panchgani; in the first it is 
prolobous, in the second somewhat epilobous, with a very broad angle behind, whi'ch 
is continued back by a median groove through segment i. 

Dorsal pores from furrow 10/11; the first is smalL 
The setal relations may be express,ed as follows :-In front of the spermathecae 

ab = t aa = half be = i cd; behind the genital segments ab = i- aa =;= ! be = half cd ; 
at the middle of the body ab = f aa = nearly half· bc =! cd; dd is equal to half the 
circumference or rather less at the middle of the body, but ~t the l;1inder end is only 
about one-third of the circumference. 

The clitellum is saddle-shaped, and extends over xiii-xvii (= 5). 
The male field is .represented in the undamaged Panchgani specimen by a thicken

ing On the ventral surface of segments xvii-xix, which extends outwards to a little 
beyond the lines of setae b. The prostatic pores are in the line b, a~d the seminal 
grooves lie just outside this line, straight and longitudinal in direction, curving inwards 
at their extremities to end at the pores; the grooves are close to the edge o( the 
whitish area. 

In the specimen from Mahableshwar the field was rather more extensive, ~nd 
circular in shape, it embraced portions of segments xvi and -xx, all;d reached outwards 
to c. The prostatic pores ,were situated each in a small transverse groove. 

The female pores are paired, on minute papUlae a little internal to and in front -
of the site of setae a. 

The spermathecal pores are two pairs, at the site of setae a on segments viii and 
ix; they are represented by small round papillae, white at their summit.s, but 
definite apertures were not present. 

Internal Anatomy :-Septum 4/5 is thin, 5/6 and 6/7 very slightly s~rengthened', 
7/8-11/12 all somewhat thickened, 12/13 only very slightly so; the rest are thin._ 

The gizzard is barrel-shaped, in segment vi; the oesophagus is distinctly streng
thened in seglnent v also, where shining longitudinal musoular bands are seen. This 
seems to be the beginning of a double gizzard, such as IS . se~n 'In ~udiehoga8ter, 
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Dickogaster, and Triga8~er; I do not., however sugges~ .at present that any of these 
genera are-derived from this species, or indeed from the genus Octochaetus at .all. 

There are no calciferous glands. The intestine begins in xvi. 
'The last heart is in segment xii . 

. The excretory system is micronephridial. In the postclitel1ar segments the 'organs 
are few in each segment and of moderately large size; they are placed in a transverse 
row in each segment, about seven on each side, and in each row they increase in size
from the ventral end of the row as far as the fifth nephridiunl, but the two most 
dorsal are smaller again. This was the condition in the anterior part of the animal,
in that part usually opened for dissection'; on opening the posterior part of the 
specimen the difference in size was found to disappear towards the hinder end. 

A curious modification of the nephridia, which I have not seen before, was found 
in segments xi and xii. In e~ch of these segments a ventrally situated pair of 
structures attracted my attention; these appeared at first to be flattened bags, rather 
oval in shape, taking up approximately the whole length of the segment from one 
septum to the other, and attached by a stalk at their inner ends to the body-wall 
ilear the middle line. They could be detached from the body-wall except where they 
were attached by the stalk; there was nothing to correspond externally. They were 
'present in the same segments and the same position in the second worm fronl 
f.~chgani. Microscopically they were found to be masses of micronephridial\ tubules, 
:~r,8inged in a compact series of p~rallelloops, the loops running transversely to the 
long axis of the oval mass. 

Testes and funnels were free in segments x and xi, along with much flocculent 
matter. 

There are two pairs of seminal vesicle13, in ix and xii. Both pairs are of nloder
ate size; those in xii are racemose, those in ix have almost smooth borders. 

; The prostates are two pairs; they are tubular, of moderate size, the glandular 
part_'consisting of 11 series of apposed loops. The duct is very narrow at its begin
ning, but soon widens; it makes a complete bend, and then passes inwards and 
slightly forwards; it is of some length, straight after the initi~l bend, stout and 
shining. 

The. ovaries are in segment xiii; ovisacs are present in xiv. 
The spermathecaI ampulla is elongated, narrower towards its blind end, s\vollen 

near its base, of moderate size; the duct is quite short, and appears dilated, so as to 
be subglobular. The diverticulum is single, stalked, rounded, about equal in size to 
the duct, to the side of which it is attached; the diverticulum shines with contained 
spermatozoa, but is not chambered (fig. 41). 

The penial setae (fig. 42) are '79· mnl. long, and 7 to Bit thick at the Iniddle. 
The shaft is slightly bowed, and tapers gradually towards the tip; the point is fairly 
Bh~rp, and there is no ornamentation, but the distal end of the seta haR a curiou~ 
wavy outline. 

Remarks :-The present form appears to be related both to the last (smooth 
penial setae), and also to the anomalous and somewhat problematical O. bishambar';, 
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which I described sopte time ago (9); in additional to having smooth penial setae the 
latter species has, like the present one, no calciferous glands. 

Octochaetus ganeshae, sp. nov. 

Plate XI, figs. 43-45· 
Ganeshkhind, 4 miles from Poona. 3-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Three specimens. 
Londa, 10 miles from Castie Rock, W. India. 6·vii-1917. B Prashad. One ~pecimen, an 

anterior fragment, not fully mature. 

External Oharaeters :-Length 43 mm.; diameter 2'5 mm. Colour ~npigmented, 
pale except where· m:1tter in the alimentary canal shows through the body-wall. 

Segments ISO. 

Prostomium epilobous ~o a somewhat varying extent, about--i; sides of tongue 
parallel, or (once) con verging behind to form a Y -shaped figure. 

Segments v and vi biannular, thenceforwards as far as the clitellar region 
triann ular. 

Dorsal pores from furrow 12/I3.' 
Setal ratios may be expressed as follows :-Behind the genital region ab = iaa' = 

%bc = -led; in the middle of the body ab = laa = ~bc = led; but apparently 
different specimen~ show sHghtly different ratios. In front of the genital region the 
setae are small and difficult to see'. The mid -dorsal distance dd is almost two-thirds 
of the circumference. 

The clitellum is absent, or not developed in these specimens. 
The male field is a slightly raise'd whitish area,-more raised towards its lateral 

margins,-rectangular in shape, including segments xvii-xix and extending out
wards on each side rather further than ha,If way between the lines of setae band c, 
The prostatic pores are between the lines of a and b, and the seminal grooves a..re 
almost straight, slightly bowed inwards. 

The female pores are marked by a pair of minute indistinct papillae anteriorly 
on segment xiv and internal to the line a. 

The spermathecal apertures are minute slits on segments viii and ix, just in front 
of and between the two setae of each ventral couple. 

Internal Anatomy:-Septum 4/5 is moderately strengthened; 5/6 and 6/7 are 
absent, 7/8 and 8/9 are slightly thickened, 9/10 to 11/12 considerably so, 12/13, 13/14, 
and even 14/15 slightly so. 

The gizzard is of moderate size, rounded, and situated in the space between 
septa 4/5 and 7/8 ; probably it is morphologically in vi, since there are soft-walled 
portions of the canal both in front of and behind it within these limits. 

The calciferous glands, in the specimen from Ganeshkhind first examined, are 
in xv, of moderate size, confined to this segment, somewhat kidney-shaped, slightly· 
lobed, attached to the gut by the hilus, and meeting dorsally over the gut. In the 
specimen from Londa the glands took up part of two segments, xv and xvi, and were 
mainly in the latter; they were deeply incised by the septum. 

The intestine begins in xvii or xviii. 
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The last heart is' in xii. 
The micronephridfa, are arranged in a single transverse ro'w in each segment. 
Testes 'and funnels' are large and free, in segments x and xi. Seminal vesicles 

ocoupy segments ix and xii; both· vairs are of moderate size, and slightly lobed. 
The tubular prostates consist of a few coils only. The duct is about half the 

thickness of the glandular .portion, of the same diameter throughout, soft and 
semitransparent, passing with an undulating course transversely inwards. 

The female organs have the usual situation. 
The spermathecal ampulla is an eJongated sac, narrower towards its blind end, 

almost ~essile 0)). the body-wall, so that a duct cannot be separately distInguished. 
There is a single diverticulum, wh~ch may appear simple, or may show a few small 
lobulations; it is small, and attached by a short stalk to the base of the ampulla 
where this joins the body-wall (fig. 43). 

The penial setae (fig. 44) are .42 mm. long (possibly longer when fully developed), 
and lOp. thick at the middle. The shaft is almost straight, ,slightly bowed towards 
the distal end; the tip is pointed and slightly hooked; the ornamentation consists 
of a few circles of fine spines' near the tip, principally visible as fine irregularities of 
the edges of the seta. 

The copulatory 'setae of the spermathecal segments are in ~ength ·27 nlm., but 
,*1' also the full length may not have been attained; they are IOI-t thick at the 
t;p.iddle. They are n:ot ~ery different in type from the penial setae; the shaft is 
itraight for the most part, slightly bowed towards the tip, which is bluntly pointed 
lind s~me~hat claw-shaped. The ornamentation consists of a number of fine spines 
Qli": l1he convex and concave borders of the. terminal portion of the shaft; in the 
speciD)en from Londa a .few incomplete rings were seen (fig. 45). 

Octochaetus pachpaharensis, sp. now. 

Plate XI, figs. 46, 47. 

Pachpahar, about 40 miles S. of Kotah, Rajputana. 13-vii-1917. B. Prashad., Five 
speoimens. 

External Oharacters :-Length 28 mm., diameter I mm. Unpigmented. Seg-
ments 9'5. 

Prostomium broad, slightly epilobous, tongue not cut off behind. 
Dorsal pores from furrow 7/8. 
Setal relations not easy to determine in such a small worm,-perhaps in general 

ab = ~ aa = t be = ied; ,dd is slightly less than half the circumference. 
The clitellum extends over segments xiii - i xviii ( = 4i). It is saddle-shaped 

except on xiii or xiii and xiv, ,where it is complete. 
The prostatic pores, and the straight seminal grooves, are between the lines 

a and b. 
The female pores are apparently paired, on the anterior part of segnlent xiv. 
The sperroathecal apertures were not visible externally; on dissection they 

appeareCl to be in grooves? /8 and 8/9' 
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Internal Anatomy :-Septum 5/6 is somewhat thickened, 6/7 considerably, 7/8, 
8/9 and 9/10 much thickened, considering the size of the= worm; 10/11 to 13/14 are 
also somewhat strengthened. 

There is a rudimentary gizzard in segment vi, of fair size, barrel-shaped, but 
soft; it appears as shining longitudinal ~undles of muscular fibres. The large -lobes 
of the pharyngeal glands occupy ~uch space in segment v. There are no caloiferous 
glands. The intestine begins in xiv. 

The last heart is in xii. 
The excretory system is micronephridial. Behind the genital region there are 

three nephridia on each side in each segment, with the form of flattened coils (not the 
flattened plate-like organs of Dichogaster, where similarly there are only a few 
nephridia on each side in each segment). In front of the prostatic region there are 
even fewer, perhaps only one on each side in some segments ( ? ). 

Testes and funnels are. free in segments x and xi (judged from the flooculent 
masses in these segments, which pass deep in the segments into the iridescent cov-ering 
of the funnels; testes were not separately identified). Seminal vesicles are present 
only in xii, as rounded masses which may meet dors~lly over the alimentary canal. 

, The prostates are two pairs, tubular, of fair length and sometimes extending 
beyond their own s~gment, bent several times. The duct is much thinner than the 
glandular portion, almost straight, and shining. 

Ovaries are present in segment xiii, and ovisacs in xiv. 
The spermathecal ampnlla is an exceedingly irregular and deeply lobed sac 

(fig. 46); the duct is as long as or longer than the ampulla, but relatively narrow, of 
the same diameter throughout, firm and shining. What I think is the diverticulum 

" (since in one specimen it contained iridescent spermatozoa, which the main sac never 
does) is a saccule attached to the ental end of the duct, much resembling one of the 
lobes into which the ampulla is incised. 

Two spermathecae were found on the right side in segment viii, opening side by 
side; this is presunlably an individual anomaly. 

The penial setae are bent into about two-fifths of a circle, and measure across the 
bend '7 mm.; the thickness at the middle is 12/-l, but at the proximal end 20/1. The 
shaft tapers gently towards the distal end, which does not quit,e continue the direction 
of the curve, but is slightly bent in the contrary direction. The tip is somewhat 
wavy, and ends in a fairly sharp point. The ornamentation consists of a number of 
irregular rings of small teeth on the distal portion of the shaft, the terminal portion 
however being smooth. 

Remarks :-The absence of calciferous glands, with the small number of nephridia 
per segment, allies this form to the group of pallidus and bishambari. 

Genus E u t y p hoe u s 

Eutyphoeus incommodus (Bedd). 

Bharatpur, E. R~jputana. 15-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Two specimens. 
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Eutyphoeus mohaminedi, Stephenson. 

Rawal Pindi, N. Punjab. June-July 1917. R. Hodgart. A single specimen. 

This worm -has been recorded only onGe previously, from Allahabad (9). I add a 
few notes.o:q. the external characters of the present specimen; the internal anatomy 
oorresponds exactly with that of the type. 

The length of the present example was only 39 mm.; its maximum diameter, 
behind the clitellum, where it was perhaps unnaturally s,vollen, was 4'75 mm.; the 
worm is thus short and stout. Segments ca. '160, all very short behind the clitellum. 
The prostomium showed no projecting lobe,--perhaps this was withdrawn ",ithin 
the buccal cavity; a couple of parallel grooves on the dorsal surface of the first 
segment indic~ted that it was tanylobous. 

The setal intervals were as follows :-ab = iaa = !bc = led; but in front of the 
clitellum the mid-'ventral distance aa becomes much smaller. 

The male pores were situated on distinct papillae. 

Eutyphoeus chittagongianus, Mchlsn. 

Above Tura, Oaro Hills, .Assam; 3,900 ft. On paths after rain. July-Aug. 1917. S. W. 
Kemp. Two specimens W 1-+-, W l}.!!... 

Above Tura, Garo Hills, Assam; 3,900 ft. July-Aug. 1917. S. W. K.emp. Two .specimens 
W .Lt.1, W I ~~. 

Bureil, Darjiling Dist.; 5,000 ft. 11-31-x-1917. N. Annandale and F. Gravely. A single 
specimen. 

Nam Ting Pokri, Darjiling Dist.; 4,600 ft. June-JUly 1918. S. W. Kemp. A single speci
men. 

This \vorm has been desc~ibed by Michaelsen (3) from two specimens in a bad 
~ate of preservation. I therefore add a few notes to supplement the original 
account. 

External Oharacters :-The length is various, from 182 to 4°5111111.; the 111aximum 
diameter is as much as IO mm. Th~ colour m'ay be a 111edium olive dorsally, lighter 
below; or the worm may be almost unpigmented throughout. 

Secondary annulation is well marked on the anterior segments; iv and v are 
biannular, vi has two chief and two subsidiary furrows, and succeeding seg111ents as far 
as the clitellum are primarily triannular, with secondary furrows 011 the first and last 
annuli.; the post-clitellar segments may also be triannular. 

Setae seem to be sometimes absent on the first four or five segn1ents . 
. The male pores, each sunk in a separate pit ill Michaelsen's specin1ens, are often 

contained in a large transverse furrow which extends across the ventral surface; this 
furrow has rounded but not tumid lips, and on looking into it the nlale pores are 
Geen on small transversely oval papillae in the line of setae b. 

_ T4e spermathecal apertures, in b in Michaelsen's original specilllens, and in S0111e 
citmine, may be between band e. 

The genital markings, described in the original account as "illtCl'Se~nlelltal 
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areas," are seen in better preserved specimens to be clean .. cut depressi~ns, mainly on 
the posterior annulus of the anterior of the two segments With which they are in rela
tion. These may occur also on furrow IO/II. 

In some of my specimens there is a tendency for the post-genital d~pressions to 
divide into two (as in E. kempi; see below, Remarks); and low flat papillae may be 
present within some of the depressions. 

Internal Anatomy :·-The dorsal vessel, as in many species of the genus, does not 
extend forwards to the anterior end of the body; it gives _off two pairs of lateral 
commissures in front of septum 8/g, and is not traceable beyond this,-it does not 
get on to the gizzard. 

The micronephridia behind the genital region are arranged as a transverse row of 
smfLll organs in each segment just behind the attachment of the. septum; from the 
prostatic region forwards they are numerous and irregularly scattered. 

Testis sacs, about which Michaelsen was in some little dOl:lbt, are present, large 
and subspherical, in xi, lying against septum 10/11; they are contiguous, and. ap
parently communicate with each other, beneath the alimentary canal. 

The spermathecal duct is practically absent, the ampulla being sessile on t~e 
body-wall and attached by a portion of its uRder surface; if· a duct is described, it 
would be very short and stout. The broad fan-shaped diverticulum is often divided 
into two ;-not always, and when undivided it may appear lik~ a flange surrounding 
the greater part of the attachment of the ampulla to the body-wall. The number of 
seminal chambers appears to be about twenty. 

The penial setae vary in length from 2 to 5 mm., and in thickness fro~ 30 to 40p. ; 

some of the difference in length may be due to the' growth ~f the shorter not having 
been completed. The extent of distribution of the small teeth on the distal end 
vari~s. Even when fully formed setae were project/ing from the male,pores, the dis
tal ends seemed to be often soft and perhaps deformed; Michaelsen had the same 
difficulty. The typical form of the tip seems to be broadened and perhaps spoon
shaped. 

Remarks :-1 have come to the conclusion that .B. kempi, which I described from 
the Abor country (8), must be identified with the present \ form. The difference in 
form and distribution of the genital markings, and in the penial seta.e, are not s:uffi-
cient to justify its separation, when one ta,kes jnto. consideration the variations that 
are how known to occur. 

It might be justifiable to separate the specinlens from Sureil and Na~ Ting 
Pokri as a distinct variety, on account of (i) absence of pigment, (ii) spermathecal 
apertures midway between band c, (iii) genital markings as pairs of oval depressions, 
those of a pair being contiguous in the middle line in furrows 19/20, 20/21, and 21/22, 

(iv) the tip of the penial setae free from ornamentation and smooth, while on the 
other hand, the minute spiiles extend further up the shaft than in the typical form. 
But the forms I previously described as E. ke1np1: show an intermediate condition 'as 
regards (ii) and (iii), and in them too the tip of the penial setae is free from spines, 
though these do not extend far up the shaft. 
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Eutyphoeus waltoni, Mchlsn. 

Delhi. 15-yii-1917. B. Prashad. Eight specimens. 
GwaIior, Central India; on the bank of a stream .. 17-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Four specimens. 
Ahmedabad, Bombay Pres. 11-~ii-1917. B. Prashad .. Numerous specimens. 
Baroda, W. India. 9-vii-1917: On· banks of Vishvamitri River. B .. Prashad. Two speci

'JOens, one immature. 

ture. 
Same plaoe; in a garden. -9-vH-1917, B. Prashad. Several specilnens, all or mostly ilnma-

Sam~ place; by t~e .side of a tank. 9-vii-1917. B. Prashad. EO':lr specimens. 
Same place; on a small hillock. lO-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Five specimens. 
Same place; in ~ garden. IO-vii-1917. B. Prashad. A number of specimens, mostly i~ma, 

ture. 
Navli, between Baroda and Ahmedabad. lO-vii-1917. B. ~rashad. Four specimens, imma

hue. 
Caloutta; banks of Hugli R~v~r, in partly saltish water. 23-viii-1918. B. Prashad. Four 

specimens, not funy mature. 

Th~ species is common in India, and is already well known. The present large 
a-umber of specimens, of varying degrees of maturity, has led me to the conclusion that 
E. b~ngalensis Mchlsn. (3) has no separate existence, and is only an immature form 
'of E. waltoni. In going ·over the above batches of specimens I had at first no suspi
iJlij~.{)f this, and diagnosed those from Delhi, Navli, and three of those from Baroda 
As "E. U}altoni, while I.put down the worms from Gwalior, Ahmedabad, and two of the 
batches from Baroda as E. bengalensis; I began to have doubts however during the 
:prQgress of the work, and with regard to one of the batches from Baroda, of worms 
q£ varying degrees of maturity, I could reel no certainty. The Calcutta specimens I 
~t first tftought to he a new species. It seems to be the c~.ge that E. waltoni'produces 
its penial s~tae early, and'that these nlay be well developed before the clitellum and 
characteristic genital markings show themselves. 

I may perhaps be ~IlQwed to discuss shortly the differences between the two 
species, aocording to 'Michaelsen's original descriptions (3) . 

. E. wp,lt.~ni would appear to be a much larger wornl; the lower linlit of length 
for E. waltoni, however, is not very different from the length of Michaelsen's siQ.gle 
sp"~cin1en of E. bengalertsi8 (waltoni 90-230 mm., bengalensis 72 mm.-by a 11lisprtnt 
given ·as .12 mm.) . 

./ 

The.prostomium of waltoni is tanylobous, of bengalensis prolobous. I have pre-
viously described the prostomium of waltoni as combined pro- and tanylobous,
tanylobo~s. with a transverse groove in front of the tongue; Michaelsen does not 
distingUish this form of prostomium from the typical tanylobous, without the trans
v:.erse groov-e In one of my specimens which I put down as bengalen8'1:s ,vithout 
hesitation, the'prostomium was tanylobous. 

As ~ay J>e seen from a number of the species referred to in previous pages of 
this_pape~, small di~erences in the seta.! ratios are of no importance; I lllay 111ention 
however that similarly in one of the present series of specimens, which I had no 
doubt about identifying as bengalen"sis, t,he rati9s were exactly those given for uJaltoni. 
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Michaelsen does not mention the clitellum of bengaZensis, and it was presumably 
absent. This I take to be a sign of immaturity. The 'same may be. saiq. of the 
absence of the genital markings. 

The original accou:o.t of bengalensis has-" testes and sperm-duet-funnels free (1)"; 
nly note on the specimens which I did not doubt, at the time, were bengalensis runs 
"I think sperm-sacs; the membrane is certainly very thin, but to the best of my 
observation it exists." E. waltoni has a common sperm-sRc; so that there is pro
bably no difference here. 

One, chief difier'ence is that the penial setae of waltoni are b~set with 'minute 
spines near the tip, ,vhile those of bengalensis are smooth (the shape is much the 
sa~e). I have already noted (9) that I could not identify distinct spines even with 
the oil imnlersion lens in some specinlens of waltoni; and in the prese:nt series, among 
those which a.r~ undoubtedly ~valtoni, I have -twice found the spines absent from the 
spoonshaped tip, though a few were seen further up the shaft. 

Lastly- the spermathecal giverticula are said to be on opposite sides of -the duct 
in bengalensis, side by side in waltoni; in some of the present series of wcdtoni how~. 
ever I have found them opposite each other. 

Eutyphoeus turaensis, sp. nov. 

Plate XI, figs. 48, 49. 

Above TUl'a, Garo Hills, .Assam; 3,500·3,900 ft.; in rotten wood. July-Aug. 1917. S .. w. 
Kemp. Four specimens, one somewhat damaged. W l~_l. 

Same place, date, and collector. Under bark. Three specimens, immature. W .q 8. 

External Oharacters :-Length 100 mm.; maximum diameter 3'5 mm .• Colour 
light grey, unpigmented; no difference between dorsal and ventral surfaces. Seg-' 
ments 171; segments long in front of, short behiild the male apertures. Segments 
v and vi biannular or indistinctly triannular, vii triannular, viii and ix triannular 
with other secondary furrows also, x triannular, xi indistin~tly so. 

Prostomium small, tanylobous, tongue broader behind than in front. 
Dorsal pores from furrow 1I/12. 

Setae are scarcely visible on segments ix and x, while they -are enlarged on 111_ 

vi. The intervals may be expressed thus:-Anteriorly ab=!aa=half bc.--.:!cd;·behind· 
the clitellum ab=!aa=~bc=icd; in the nliddle of the body ab=!aa=half bc=tcd; 
dd is nearly equal to t'\vo-thirds of the circumference. 

The clitellum is very slightly marked; all that is to be seen is some thickening 
ventrally on segments xv to xvii. 

The male pores, on segment xvii, are in a pair of narrow transverse, depressions 
which extend over an interval greater than ab, the limits of the depressions being 
inside the line a and outside b; penial setae, marking the site of the aperture, pro
trude in the line b. 

The female apertures were not visible. 
The spermathec~l apertures are in furrow 7/8, in the line b. 
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-Genital markings, are faintly visible in furrows I4/I5, I5/16, and 16/17, in line 
with a, as inconspicuous slightly pigmented spots surrounded by circular grooves. 

Internal Anatomy:-Septa 4/5 and 5/6 are moderately stout; the next is 8/g, 
which ~s somewhat displaced backwards; this septum and the two following are 
rather close together, and are all somewhat strengthened; 11/12 is absent, as in E. 
waltoni and many others of the genu~; 12/I3 is very thin, and is bulged backwards 
to the level of 14/I5 by the semfnal vesicles; the rest are also thin. 

The gizzard is barrel-shaped, situated in the long space between septa 5/6 and 8/g. 
Calciferous glands are represented by an ovoid dilatation of the alimentary canal in 
segment xii, with transverse vascular striations. The intestine begins in xv. 

The last, h~arts are in xiii; those of xi are bound down by connective tissue to 
the wal1s of the oesophagus. The dorsal vessel seems not to be continued forwards 
beyond the.gizzard, ending by giving a pair of commissures at the anterior end of 
this organ. 

The micronephridia are arranged in a transverse row in each segment behind the 
clitellum; in the dorsal half of each segIl!:.ent there are pretty regularly three on eac h 
side. 

The testis sacs are one pair, in segment xi; they are separate froll1 each other 
~nd longitudinally elongated, lying by the side of the nerve cord. They are connec
ted"'With the seminal vesicles in segment xii; these are large, two-lobed, the lobes being 
anterior and posterior; each lobe is subdivided by further indentations; they extend 
back to the level of I4/15 by bulging back the septa. 

The prostates are small, occupying segments xviii and xix; the coils are closely 
packed. The duct is not markedly different from the glandula~ part; it. is scarcely 
narrower~ is soft, not shining, and passes forwards and inwards \vith an undulating 
course. 

The female organs were not identified. 

The spermathecae (fig. 48) are elongated sacs lying longitudinally on the body-. 
wall, to which they are attached by a portion of their under surfaces; a duct can 
thus hardly be described,-it would at any rate be called very short and stout. The 
diverticula are two, one on each side, attached to the junction of sac and duct by a 
short relatively stout stalk; each shows a lobulation which indicates the presence of 
three or four seminal chambers. 

The penial setae (fig. 49) are in length up to 1'5 Inm., and in thickness 3S/{; 
the distal half is slightly curved, and the tip bluntly pointed and rath(\r chnv-like. 
The ornamentation consists of very fine dot-like markings over the distal eighth or 
tenth of the length of the shaft, including the tip. 

Remarks :-This species appears to be allied to E. chittagongianus; the internal 
anatomy is remarkably similar, and the chief difference between the t\VO is in the 
genital markings. Although the present specimens were possibly not quito luature, 
i~ seems fairly safe to say that the markings differ in both character and position in 
the two forms. 
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Subfam. TRIGASTRIN;1E. 

Genus E u die hog a s t e r 
Eudichogaster ashworthi, Mchlsn. 

Plate XI, figs. 50, 51. 

[VOL 'ViI, 

I have lately received, by the kindness of Dr~ J. H. Ashw9rth, twq specimens 
of this species, of the same batch which furnished -the types of the species ~escribed 
by Michaelsen' (2). I need only add very few notes on the peculiarities exhibited by 
these. 

The papillae of the spermathecal pores are not always symmetrical; in the speci ... 
men to which I devoted most attention, the papilla on the right side of segment viii 
took up about the middle two-fourths of the segment, that on the left side the anterior 
half; those on ix took up the anterior two-fifths of the segment, and encroaphed 
somewhat on the intersegmental furrow. 

The gizzards in segments v and yi are short, and do not include the whole length 
of the oesophagus in these segments; a soft ring is thus left between the two, and 
another between the secon~ and the hinder limit of its segment. 

The specimen differed from Michaelsen's in the seminal vesicles; instead, of 
vesicles in ix and xii, I find a .pair in xii, a pair in x attached to the posterior septum 
of the segment, and a single vesicle in ix, on the left side only (one specimen only 
dissected). 

, I think Michaelsen's paper contains a slip where he speaks, in the diagno~is and 
again in the detailed description, of the diverticulum of the spermatheca entering 
the distal end of the duct. Michaelsen always uses the word 'distal to mean" nearer 
the surface of the body" (in such a case as the present, when speaking of a:n internal 
organ) ;, the diverticulum however enters the duct at the ental end of the latter, just 
below the ampulla, and the same is the case in the numerous speciIl).ens to which 
reference is made below. l 

The copulatory setae are, according to Michaelsen, found on the papillae of the 
male field (but not in connection with the prostatic apertures), and doubtfully in the 
neighbourhood of the sper~athecal apertures;- they are of_ a well defined type. In 
the specimen which I dissected I found them in the neighbourho'od of the spermathecal 

1 There is a difference in the use of the words "proximal" and "distal" by English and German 
writers. I was taught to use them for" nearer to " and" remoter from, the fixed poip.t of attachment" ; 
and Beddard, for example, among writers on this group, URes the words in the same sense. Thus in 
such an organ as the spermatheca, which is attached by its duct to the inner surface of the body-wall 
and projects freely inwards into the coelom, a diverticulum attached to the duct near the body-wall 
would be proximal, and one attached to the duct near the ampulla would be distal as compared with 
the other. So for exanlple in a well-known 'elementary textbook it is said that the testes of Hydra are 
distally situated, i.e. near the oral and distant from the fixed end of the animal. Michaelsen not in
frequently queries Beddard's use of the words, and himself employs" proximal" and" distal" to signify 
respectively J' nearness to" and Co remoteness from, the central axis of the body." In view of this con
fusion I have for some time past used "e~tal " and" ental" to signify "nearness to the surface of the 
body" and " Ilearnes~ to the internal end," in the case of sQ,ch struct1,lres a,s those- under discussion, 
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pores, _ but not in the male region; for ready re~erence they are shown in fig. 50. 
From my examination -of the specimens which are referred to below, I do' not doubt 
that when special setae are found near the spermathecal pores they are of this type; 
but-I have never found setae of this fQrm in the neighbourhood of the male field, 
though other more slightly modified forms are not uncommon there. 

Ohoral, between Khandwa and Indore, Central India. _ 23-vi-1917. B .. Prashad. One sexual 
.8peci~en and others smaller, doubtfully of the same species. 

Saugor, Central Provinces .. 20-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 
Bina, Central Provinces. 19-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Numerous specimens: mostly immature, 

only three with sexual marks. 
Teor, 8 miles from Jubbulpore, Central Provinces. 22-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single speci

men.' 
Partabgarh, S. Rajputana. Feb. 1918. Col. J. Manners-Smith. Two specimens, one immature, 

the other scarcely fully' mature: 
Poona, W. India. 3-vii-1917. ·B. Prashad. Several specimens, apparently mostly not fully 

mature. 
Wahi, on the way to Mahableshwar, W. Ghats. 4-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Six specimens, 

two with sexual marks. 

Some of the above specimens appeared at first to be worthy of separation as 
distinct vatieties, on the ground of differences bet,veen them and Michaelsen's des
~~ption,-especially as regards the copulatory setae of the spermathecal segment.s and 
ot"~:bhose of the neighbourhood of the male field, joined with the difference in the at
tachment of the spermathecal diverticulum. But a careful comparison of the specimens 
among themselves, and the examination of the co-types of the species, has shown me 
tha1J the differences are not of great im.portance. 

The majority of the specimens encountered are not fully mature; the clitellum 
ls often wanting, even when all other marks of maturity are present. The length is 
often much less than that of the original examples ;-lengths of 45, 56, 67 and 75 mm. 
were met with, in each case the best developed of the batch being measured. 

The first segment may be divided by a median longitUdinal furrow behind the 
prostomium. 

The dorsal pores may begin in 11/12 instead of 12/13. 

The papillae on or near the male field are variable. Those on xvi, or those on 
xx, may be absent; and I have not seen the paired papillae on segments xvii and xix 
internal to the male pores; there may however be median papillae on these segments. 

Similarly with the papillae of the spermathecal region. In addition to those des
cribed by Michaetsen, t.here may be a pair on segment viii similar to those on ix outside 
t~e line of setae b, and a median papilla, it may be of considerable transverse extent, 
on x. 

The seminal vesicles are in ix and xii, or in xii only; in this la:tter case it. is pos
sible that a second pair would have developed at a later stage. The prosta,tic duct 
.is often straight, or only slightly bent; but the explanation may be the same. 

The spermathecal diverticulum is in all cases attached to the ental end of the 
duct, or in. one specimen to the base of the ampulla. 

The copulatory s~ta~ of the spermathecal region, when found, are of the form 
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already mentioned. They are ~lways longer than the measure;ment given by M~chaelsen 
(who gives ·24 mm. ),-usually about ·5 mm., and not less than ·4 mm. 

The modified setae in the neighbourhood of the male field are not always, accord .. 
ing to my experience, to be found. They are much less modified than those 'of the 
'Spermathecal region, and may even still retain the ordinary douqle curye with the 
nodulus; the sculpturing consists of rt number of fine semicircular lines, concave 
towards the tip of the seta, or of a few faint transverse rows of closely set dots, or 
of zigzag lines which indent the surface of the seta sufficiently to produce irregu
larity of the margins (fig. 5r). 

Eudichogaster bengalensis, Mchlsn. 
Bheraghat, lVlarble Rocks, 13 miles from .Tu bbulpore~ Central Provinces. 22-vi .. } 017. 

B. Prashad. A single specimen. 

The present species has been descl"ibed by Michaelsen (4). As this· is the second 
time it has been encountered, a few notes may be added to supplement th~ original 
account. 

The prostomiunl I should describe as pro~pilobous, with a pair of shallow grooves 
dorsally on segment i; the grooves extend back over three-quarters of the segm.ent, 
but not as far as the intersegmental furrow. 

The first dorsal pore I found in furrow rr/r2. 
My specinlen showed a series of papillae in the spermathecal region,-three pairs, 

on segments viii, ix, and x, oval in shape, white, including and extending beyond the 
setae ab both inwards and outwa.rds. 

The last heart is in segment xii. 
As the nephridial system has been shown by Michaelsen to be of inlportance in 

this genus, and as his specin1ens were considerably softened and so not favourable. 
for examination, I give the results of my own dissection. The individual microne
phridia are large and few; two longitudinal series are to be seen on each side of the 
body in and behind the prostatic region; i.e. there are only two on each side of each 
segment. At about one-third of the length of t.he animal fronl the posterior end 
the two are still present, and similar in appearance; though the outer, which extends_ 
on the body-wall from the site of seta c to half-way between d and the middorsal 
line, is larger than the inner, which only takes up a space equal to the interval be. 
A little behind this the inne~ becomes more opaque and rather bulkier than before, 
and so more conspicuous. Towards the hinder end it maintains these characters, and 
increasing in size also so as to include the interval a to c~ it becomes much. more con
spicuous than the outer nephridium, which has rather diminished in size. I thinl{ there 
nlay be a few very minute micI'onephridia on the body-wall in addition to the series 
described above, but the condition of the specimen is none too good, though appar
ently better than Michaelsen's. 

The penial setae are not ornamented so markedly as in the type. The spines are 
extremely fine, and are arranged in short transverse rows; there is no specially pro
jecting brush-like circle near the tip. 
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Eudichogaster trichochaetus" sp. nov. 

Plate XI, figs. 52, 53. 

Bo~bay;-Vic~oria Gardens. ~O-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Numerous specimens, some immature. 
Bombay,~near Colaba Railway Station. '"' l-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Scven specimens. 
Bombay. under a tree near hhe Fort. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. tfhree specimens. 
Palchar, N. of' Bombay, between Bombay and Surat. 7-vii-1917. B. Pl'ashad. A number 

'ot speoimen~. Two showing sexual marks. 
, , . 

Jj}~ternal Oharacters :-Length 32-45 mm.; diameter I'75-2'25 mm. Colour a 
~l~wish grey, no difference between dorsal and ventral surfaces. Segments I03-I28. 

Prostomium epilobous 2/5, pointed behind', the point continued back as a groove 
which divides the dorsal surface of the first segment; or in some cases the prosto
mium itself appears to be prolonged backwards so that the point is at the furrow I/2. 

Dorsal pores begin from furrow I2/I3 or I3/I4. 
THe ratios of'the setal intervals Inay be expressed thus :--ab=i to ~aa=!bc 

=!cd from behind the IDftle genital region backwards; in front of the clitellum the 
ratios are less regular, but ab is certainly wider, equal about to half aa; dd is nearly 
half ,the circumference. 

I have never found a recognizable clitellum. 
Th~ male field is a rectangular thickening, whitish in colour, taking up segments 

.x=vii-xix, and extending laterally on each side to between the lines of band c; it 
jnay extend slightly on to segments xvi and xx. The prostatic apertures are small 
transverse slits corresponding in extent to the interval ab, on segments xvii and xix. 
The seminal grooves pass longitudhially between the outer ends of the prostatic pores 
of the same side, and are thus in the line b, and some little distance internal to the 
lateral border of the thickened area. 

The female pores may be indicated by a pair of tiny white thickenings just in 
front of, and internal to setae a on segment xiv. 

The spermathecal pores were not seen externally. There is some thickening ven
trally on segments viii and ix, indefinite, and perhaps more specially nlarked round 
the site of the ventral setal couple. 

Internal Anatomy:-Septum 4/5 is sOlnewhat strengthened, 5/6-7/8 arc thin, 8/9 
is somewhat strengthened, g/IO slightly so, the rest thin. 

The two gizzards are relatively large, in segments v and vi. The calciferous glands, 
-three pairs, in segments x, xi, and xii, are not set off fronl the oesophagus. The in
testine begins in xiv (?). 

The last heart is apparently in xii. 
The micronephridia are arranged in four longitudinal rows on each side of the 

body; they are small twisted tubes, those of the innerlnost series on each side the 
smallest, and situated near the next outer row. 

Testes arid funnels are apparen,tly free in segments x and xi (judged frOIH the 
masses of free flocculent material in these segments). Seminal vesicles are present in 
segment xii only, as considerable masses with lobate 11largins. 
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The prostates are two pairs of relatively mO,derate size, twisted tubes lying in 
segments xvii and xix. 

The spermatheoae are two pairs, in segments viii and ix, ending apparently on 
the body-wall between the site of setae a, and b. The ampulla is ovoid, rather 
elongated and with a somewhat pointed blind end, the duct as long 'as the ampulla; 
but not distinctly marked off, a little wider above. The diverticulum is single" 
shortly finger-shaped, one-third as long as the ampulla, to the lower end of which it is 
attached. 

The penial setae are rem~rkable. In length they measure up to 2 mm.; but 
notwithstanding this they and their sacs were quite invisible in the dissection, and t~e 
prostatic duct was pulled out and mounted merely on 'the chance of getting something 
(the setal sacs are practically always identifiable, and can usually be iso1ated -and re
moved separately; but in some cases, such as the smalI DichogafJters, the only practio
able way is to remove prostates and setal sacs together). The setae are very slender, 
5-6ft in thickness, diminishing to 4 ·Sft near the tip. In shape they are undulati~g; 
there is no ornamentation, but wh~re the tip is best seen it appears bifid, with a thin 
transparent web between the prongs of the fork; the base of the expanded portion 
is 91l-' and the length of the triangular web I8;.t (fig., 52). 

The copulatory setae of the spermathecal region are .42 mm. in length, and 13,." 
thick in the middle. The shaft is almost straight, with a bend at the proximal end 
however; the tip is slightly claw-shaped and bluntly pointed. The ornamentation 
consists of short transverse ridges on the distal part of the shaft (fig. 53). 

Eudichogaster prashadi, sp. nov. 

Plate XI, fig. 54. 

Palia, between Indore and Ujjain. 27-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Several spe~imen8, only two 
with sexual marks. 

Indore, Central India. 23-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 
Mhow Cant., Central India. 23-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 
Khandwa~ Central Provinces. 23-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Several 'specimens. 
Bheraghat, Marble .Rocks, 13 miles from Jubbulpore. 22-vi~1917. n. Prashad. Several 

specimens. ' 

Teor, 8 miles from Jubbulpore, Central Provinces. 22-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Several speci-
mens, mostly immature. 

Saugor, Central Provinces. 20-vi-1917. B. Prashad. Numerous specimens. 
Surat, W. India. 8-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Several specimens. . 
Poona, W. India; on the banks of the Rivers Mula and Mutta. 3-vii-1917. B. Prashad. 

Four specimens, only one showing distinct signs of maturity. 

External Characters :-Length 35-67 mm., diameter 3-4°5 mm. Colour yellowish 
brown, with only slight difference between dorsal and ventral surfaces; the first few 
segments lighter. Segments 140 -168. 

Prostomium prolobous; there may be a mid-dorsal groove on the first segment, 
sometimes with an irregular course. 
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Dorsal pores from furrow II/12 or 'I 2/1 3 .. 

The setal intervals vary somewhat; ab may be any thing- from !- to ! of aa, 
and over t~e greater part of the body=abou;t f be and led; in front of the male 
apertures be becomes rather small~r, a~d cdjncreases; the interyal ab is smallest im
mediately behind, the male field. The mid;.dor~al interval dd is about i of the 
cirQumference. T:owards the anterior end the setae are difficult to see. 

I n~ver saw a distinguishable clitellum. 

The appearances of the male. field are also not very definite, but such as they are, 
thQY. are "pretty constant. The chief feature is the existence on each of the segments 
xvii and xix 6f a pair o'f ill-defined papillae,' perhaps better described as whitish thicken
~ngs of the body-wall; these are gen'erally transverse in direction, and have their cen
tres somewhere near the line b, extending inwards and outwards to a variable ex
tent; their limits are rather indistinct. On -segment xviii there is usually a similar 
thickening which unites the outer parts of the thickenings on xvii and xix, thus mak
ing,a, crescentic swelling with its concayity inwards on each side (fig. 54a). 

The prostatic pores are in or just internal to the line of setae b, on segments xvii 
a,iId xix; the selninal grooves bend,inwards slightly at the middle of their length, some
what as in E. a8nworthi. I saw the pores of the vasa deferentia in- one specimen, on 
iI~viii in b, at the apex of the inward bend in the course of the seminal grooves; their 
IiIlterior and posterior lips were slightly tumid. 

The female pore or pores are perhaps contained within a minute white spot mid
v~ntral and anteriorly -situated on xiv. 

There are small transversely elongated white cushions on segments viii and ix, 
in the position of the ventral setal· bundle. -From internal dissection the sperma
thecae appear to dischar.ge between the sites of setae a and b on these segments. 

Internal Anatomy :-Septum 4/5 is thin; 5/6 to 9/10 are moderately strengthened, 
10/11 slightl! so, 11/12 still less, and the rest are thin. 

The gizzards, large, rounded, and firm, are in segments v and vi; they are 
s.eparated by a soft-walled part of the oesophagus in the anterior part of segluent vi. 
The calciferous glands, -in segments xi and xii, are sho~tly ovoid, and joined to the 
gut by a short stalk on the inner side. The intestine begins in xv. 

The last heart is in segment xii. 
Behintl the genital region the micronephridia are in a transverse ro\v on each 

side of each segment, and so arranged that the corresponding organs follow behind 
each ot~er in longitudinal rows; of these there are about five on each side of the 
body. Towards the hinder end of the body the innermost nephridium of each trans
verse row on each side,-that by the side of the ventral nerve cord,-increases in size 
and thickness, and though still small is much the most conspicuous; the others of the 
row become individually smaller and increase in number, and lose the regularity of 
the arrange:ql~nt in longitudinal rows. 

Testes and funnels are free in'segments x and xi; those in the two seglnellts are 
equal in size. Seminal vesicles are present in segnlents ix and xii; in one specimen 
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dissected I found them only -in xii, perhaps because the specimen w~s, not fully 
mature. 

The prostates are ·two pairs, in. xvii and xix, small thin' con voluted tubes' wi~h- a 
generally transverse direction. The' ducts "are of the same diamete:r 'as the glandular 
part, but a little more shiny in appearance;" they lie transversely.' 

The spermathecae are two 'pairs, in segments viii and ix; the amp~na is .an 
elongated ovoid sac, an:d the duct cylindrical and as long as the a~puna. There is a 
single diverticulum, ,ovoid, not apparently containing any seminal chambers~' att~ch.ed 
by a short thick stalk to the base of the ampulla; it is bound down to ~he duct and 
base of the ampulla by connective tissue. I 

There are no penial setae. 
The copulatory seta~· of the spermathecal region are not unlike those of E. 

ashworthi; they seem to be always present. In length they measure "47 mm., and are 
16p. thick in the middle; they are almost straight, slightly bowed towards the' distal 
end; the thickness does not diminish much till close to the tip, which is pointed and 
rather claw·shaped. The distal fifth of the shaft is marked by a number of large 
hollows scooped out of the shaft, each with a sharply defined and prominent proximal 
border, crescentic with the concavity towards the tip; the distal margin of each 
excavation slopes gently, and is not well marked (fig. 54b)., 

Rema'rks :-It is curious that the period of sexual maturity in some of ~hese 
worms is so restricted,-that is if the' presence of a clitellum is to be taken as a sign 
of complete maturity. 

The present form has much in common with E. indica (Beddard). The latter 
however appears to be distinguished by the great separation of the 'lateral setae 
(cd=2!ab), by 'median genital papilla.e behind the spermathecal region, and by possess .. 
ing . only one pair of seminal vesicles. 

Eudichogaster falcifer, sp. no~. 

Plate XI, fig. 55. 

Jubbulpore, Central Provinces. 22-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A number of specimens. 
Bheraghat, Marble Rocks, 13 miles from Jubbulpore. 22-vi-1917. ,B. Prashad: A number 

of specimens. 

Saugor, Central Provinces. 20-vi·1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 

External Characters :-Length 40 mm.; thickness 2 mm. Colour a nondescript 
yellowish grey, no difference between dorsal and ventral sllrfaces, the anterior end 
lighter. Segments 128. 

Prostomi um proepilo bouse 
Dorsal pores from furro,v 12/13. 

. The setal intervals ITlay be expressed as follows :-ab in the middle of th~ body 
IS rather greater than tbc but rather less than !aa, and is nearly equal to cd; behind 
the genital region ab is about equal to taa and to tbc, though aa seems just a little 
larger than bc; in front of the genital region ab = f aa = I bc = ! cd; dd is about f of 
the circumference. 
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'The clitellum was fndistinguishable. 
The male ~eld ~ represented by a very slight whitening andl thickening of the 

ventral surface of. segments xvii to xix. . The lateral parts of this area are better 
marked, and constitute definite ridges, which turning. inwards at their anterior and 
posterior ends enclose the centre of the area as within brackets; in the longitudinal 
portion of their course the ridges lie a little outside the' line b. 
" T4e se~inal grooves are crescentic, the convexity o~twards; they begin and end 
in the' position of seta a on xvii and xix, and the prostatic apertures are presunlably 
situated at the~e points; the grooves by their outward curve· just get outside the 
line of setae b at the middle of their length. 

The fe~ale por~s were not visible. 
There was nothing to be seen in the spermathecal region. 
Internal An.atomy:-1 could not distinguish any septa in front of 6/7, which is 

thin; 7/8 is thin, 8/9 to la/II slightly thickene~, the rest. thin. 
'.rhere are two large gizzards in segments vi and vii. The calciferous glands arc 

tlu.'ee pairs, roundly ovoid masses in segments x, xi, and xii. The intestine begins 
in xv. 

The last heart is in segment xii. 
Funnels were identified, perhaps somewhat doubtfully, lying free, in segments x 

ad xi. The seminal vesicles ar~ two pairs, in ix and xii, yellowish in colour, of llloder
ate size, somewhat lobula~ed and rather granular-looking on the surface. 

The prostates were scarcely developed~ 
The spermathecae are ~'vo pairs, the ampulla of each a small ovoid sac which nar

rows ectally to become the duct; the duct may be said to be half as long and half 
as wide as the ampulla. A simple finger-shaped diverticulum, half as long as the am
pulla, arises from the junction of ampulla and duct. 
, The penial setae are characteristic; their length is '3 mln., their thickness 8-9' 

The distal portion shows a gentle sickl~-shaped curve, the tip being slightly bent 
in ·the opposite direction and bluntly pointed. There may be a constriction where 
the curved distal meets the straight p~oximal portion of the shaft. Towards the tip 
are· a number of indentations of the margins, which however do not form spines 
standing off from the shaft (fig. 55). 

Eudichogaster pusillus, sp. nov. 

Plate XI, figs. 56, 57. 

Saugor, Central Provinces. 20 ·vi-1917. R. Prashad. A single Rpecimpn, damaged some 

distance behind t.he clitellum 

External Characters :-Length 28 mm.; diameter maXinlU111 1·5 mm. Colour grey-
ish, not distinctive; clitellum a reddish-brown: Segnlents ca. 110. 

Prostomium proepilobous. 
Dorsal,pores not seen in front of clitelluDl. 
The setal relations are as follows :-1n the middle of the body ab half aa 
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ibe = led or almost so,-there is very little difference ~etween be and cd; immedi· 
ately behind the clitellum the ratios ,may be-expressed in the same way; in front of the 
clitellum be and cd are quite equal, -i .. e. the later~l setae are not paired (ab = half 
aa = jbe = jed). 

The clitellum is well defined, swollen, smooth, and includes segments xiii-xvi 
ventrally, with xvii in addition laterally and dorsally ( = 4 o:r 5)· 

The prostatic pores, on xvii, are a single pair of transverse sHts which take up 
the interval abo 

The female pores are probably contained in a whitish area situated anteriorly o~ 
segment xiv; this is somewhat oval, with its long axis transverse and extending 
between the lines aa; it is slightly hollowed. 

The spermathecal pores could not be distinguished externally. 
Internal Anatomy :-Septa 7/8-I3/I4 are slightly thickened. 
There are two relatively very large gizzards, probably in segments v and vi, 

perhaps in VI and vii. There are three pairs of calciferous glands, in segments x, xi, 
and xii; they are o\roid, and not sharply set off from the oesophagus; those in x are the 
largest, those in xi the smallest. The intestine begins in xv. 

The last hearts are in Aegment xii. 
The excretory system is micronephridial. 
Funnels were doubtfully identified in segments x and xi; the worm is of. small 

size, and had possibly passed its period of maturity. .l\ single seminal vesicle was 
found, on the right side in segment ix; none were seen in xii or elsewhere. 

The prostates are one pair, short tubes in segment xvii, bent once or twice. The 
duct is much narrower than ~he glandular pa~t,-is indeed very fine, but wi~ens 
gradually towards its ectal end; it is opaque white in colour, not shining, almost as 
long as the gland, and runs transversely inwards. 

A pair of relatively very large ovaries were found iIi xiii.; the ova were seen as 
large opaque white bodies, arranged in a fern-like manner. The funnels were also <?f 
large size. A pair of ovisacs projected backwards from septum I3/I4 into segment 
'xiv; they contained large ova. 

The single pair of spermathecae are contained in segment vii, and appear to open 
in or near furrow 7/8. Their appearance is peculiar (~g. 56); each is a long narrow 
twisted cylindrical tube, somewhat wider at its ectal end, where a short muscular , 
rluct,-only a fraction of the length of the ampulla, and about one-third as wide,-
leads to the exterior. There is no diverticulum. The whole organ looks at first sight 
remarkably like a nephridium. 

The p~nial setae (fig. 57) are relatively long compared with their thickness; they 
measure '56 mm., and are only 41J thick in the middle. The shaft is almost straight, 
or at any rate is not regularly curved; it tapers very gently towards the tip, which 
is flattened and slightly expanded. 

Remarks :-This form seems to resemble E. parv1.ts (Fedarb), but is to be dis
tinguished by the presence of penial setae and-the posit~on of the calciferous glands 
and seminal vesicles, 
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Eudichogaster kinneari, sp. nov. 

(Plate XI, figs. 58, 59.) 
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Nasik, 100 miles N.E. of Bombay, W. India. 22-ix-1914. N. - B. Kinnear. A number of 
specimens. 

External Characters 4'-The length of a fair-sized specimen is 80 mm.; the dia
meter behind the clitellum is 3'5 mm., while the bulbous anterior end is about 5 mm. 
thick at the sixth segment. Colour buff, no difference between dorsal and ventral 
surfaces, the clitellum brown. Segments of a fair-sized specimen about 120; segments 
iv-vi are biannular, vii and viii quadriannular, ix and subsequent segnlents up to the 
clitellum triannular with secondary subdivisions; triannulation again becomes marked 
to,vards the hinder end of the body. 

The prostomium is small, prolobous, and withdrawn into the buccal cavity; the 
first segment is small, and it is divided by a mid-dorsal longitudinal groove,-a well 
marked and constant character. 

The first dorsal pore is at the anterior border of-lthe clitellum, in furrow 12/13. 

Behind the clitellum, and in the body generally, the setal ratios may be expressed 
thus :-~b = ! to i aa = I to ! be =! cd; ab is not very regular however. In front 
of the clitellum be diminishes very considerably; anteriorly it becomes less than 
half aa and only about It times ab, and only slightly greater than cd; the ventral 
couples are still widely separated from each other. The mid-dorsal interval dd is 
about i of the circumference. 

The clitellum is extremely well marked; it is brown in colour, swollen, and 
extends over segments xiii-xvi (= 4); it is deficient in a V-shaped interval ventrally 
on XlII. Dorsal pores and indications of furrows are visible, but not setae. 

The male field is rectangular, its transverse extent greater than the longitudinal 
(~g. 58); it includes segments xvii-xix. The margins, especially the lateral, are 
much thickened; from the anterior and posterior two tongues project, baclnvards and 
forwards respectively, into the central depressed space, so that this becomes H-shaped. 
The floor of the H-shaped depression is deepiy fissured; in it two pairs of papillae, 
one pair in each of segments xvii and xix, in the four corners of the H, represent the 
prostatic apertures. The seminal grooves are not always distinguishable anl0ng the 
numerous fissures of this region; they are like those of E. ashworthi and E. prashadi, 

with an inward bend at the middle of their course, thus i j. 
The female pores appear to be situated in a broadly spindle-shaped ,,,hit.ish area, 

which shows up markedly against the" brown of the clitellum, anteriorly and lnid
ventrally on segment xiv. 

The spermathecal apertures are on the anterior part of the second u,nI1UiUR of 
segments viii an'd ix, in the line of a. Each is in the centre of a low squarish papilla. 
which takes up the greater part of the length of the segluent.. 

There are numerous other papillae both in the region of the Iuale field and also 
near the spermathecal pores. Ahnost constant are t\\ro pair8, ,vith clean cut, edges, 
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one on the posterior part of xvi, t,he other taking up most of the length of xx;. these 
extend from about, or within, the line a to the lateral margin of the body; they: are 
transversely oval in shape, and sligp.tly depressed in the middle; the anterior pair 
may be narrower from front to back than the posterior. In a nl,lmber of cases· there 
are also median papillae, circular in outline, on one or both of these segments (xvi 
and xx). In the spermathecal region other papillae are usually found to. the outer 
side of and touching those already described on segments viii and ix; .these are 
circular, and include the lateral setal bundles; there may even be two such papillae 
on one side. Median papillae are often found in this r.egion also, on the anterior part 
of segments x, xi and (once) xii. 

Internal Anatomy:-Septum 4/5 is thin, 5/6-11/12 are moderately strengthene<),. 
the rest thin. 

The gizzards, in segments v and vi, are large, firm, and globular. The-calciferous 
glands are two pairs, in segments xi and xii; they are small, ovoid, well set off from 
the gut, and with smooth surface, not lobed. The canal swells out to form the 
intestine in xv, but is much narro~ed again as it passes between the bulky prostates. 

The last hearts are in segment xii. There is a pair of large oblique vessels in 
xiii, but these do not join the dorsal vessel as do the hearts,-certainly not at the 
usual place, the hinder border of the segment. 

The micronephridia are scattered in the anterior segments. ,Behind segment x 
they are arranged in regular transverse rows; behind the prostates there are about 
six on each side of each segment; of these the more dor~al are in regular longitudinal 
rows, while the two most ventrally situated are closer together and not so regular. 
Towards th.e hinder end of the animal the innermost on each s!de in each segment 
becomes much thickened and more opaque, and thus, though it takes up no more 
space transversely, it is much more conspicuous than the rest. The <?ther five main.;. 
tain their number and regularity however to within a very few segments of the en~. 

Testes and funnels, the latter of large size, are free in segments x and xi. Semi
nal vesicles are present in segments ix and xii; those in ix are small, those in xii 
much larger, lobed, and bulging back septum I2/I3. 

The prostates are large, the anterior pair extending over xviii and xix, or xvii, 
xviii, and xix and even getting into xx; the posterior pair occupies xx and. xxi; 
thus they overlap. The glandular part consists of closely adpressed coils. The duct 
is much thinner, though rather wider as it approaches its termination; it is shining, 
and thrown into one or two loops. Each duct leads forwards to end in the llsual
situation. 

The spermathecae are two pairs, in segments viii and ix. The ampulla is ovoid, 
of lnoderately large size, and shows slight annulation; the duct is well marked .off 
from the ampulla, and is half as long and two-fifths as thick as the latter; it narrows 
towards its ectal end. The diverticulum is single, and consists of a large number of 
minute seminal chambers, the whole attached by a short thick stalk to the ental end 
of the duct (fig. 59). 

Penial setae are absent. 
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The copulatory setae of the spermathecal region are in their ornamentation 
exactly similar to those of E.lprashadi, and no separate figure is needed. In length 
·they measured, from ·°73 to '87 mm., in thickness 25p. at the middle; and the extent of 
·the shaft occupied by the sculpturings is about one-third of its length. It is notle
worthy that whereas in most cases it is the ventral setae of segments viii and ix 
tvhioh are modified, here the lateral setae, included in the lateral papillae on these 
segments, may also d~velop as "copulatory setae." 

Genus Die hog a s t e r. 
Dichogaster bolaui (Mchlsn.). 

Bombay. June 1915. N. B. Kinnear. Several specimens. 
Bassein Road, N. of Bombay, W. India. 7-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Four specimens. 
Baroda, W. India. 9-vii-1917. B. Prashad. Two specimens. 
Bayana, 20 miles S.W. of Bharatpur, E. Rajputana. 15·vii-1917. B. Prashad. A single 

speoimen. 

var. malabariclls, var. nov. 
Bombay; under a tree near the Fort. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 

External Oharacters :-Length 31 mm.; diameter 2 '25 mm; Colour buff, unplg .. 
iltLented except for a dark mid-dorsal stripe. Segments 86. 

Prostomium prolobous. 
A conspicuous dorsal pore is seen in furrow 5/6, and then no more till 11/12, 

where there is a rudimentary one. The pores are well marked from 12/13 onwards. 
In the middle of the body the setal relations are as follows :-ab'= iaa = ibe 

==cd; arid they are about the same in the region behind the clitellum; in front of the 
olltellum all the pairs are clos'er together, more distinctly ventral, and dd, which be
hind is about ~. of the circumference, consequently increases. 

The clitellum extends over xiii-xx (=8); dorsally it almost covers xxi in addi
tion. It is ring-shaped over xiii, a little thinner ventrally in xiv, xv, and xvi and 
thenceforward interrupted ventrally. The region is swollen, and well defined at 
each end. 

The s~minal grooves run in the interval ab; they are straight, and bordered by 
whitish thickened lips; the inner lips of the grooves are alnl0st contiguous in the 
middle line. 

The spermathecal apertures were not visible. The ventral surface of seglnent 
viii, a~d perhaps of ix, appears slightly thickened, and the setae rather displaced and 
irregularly set. 

Internal Anatomy :-Septum 4/5 is slightly strengthened; if 5/6 and 6/7 are pre
sent, they are not discernible in this specimen (which is not in very good preservation) ; 
7/8 is thin, 8/9 and g/lO perhaps slightly thickened, the rest thin. 

The gizzards are in segments vii and viii, and the alimentary tube is scarcely 
constricted b~tween them. The calciferous glands are kidney-shaped, with the hilus 
turned inwards, and occupy segments xv, xvi, and xvii. The intestine begins in xviii. 

The last heart is in xii. 
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The testes and funnels were not identified in segment x, but they seemed to be 
present in xi: There were ~ery small racemose seminal vesicles in segment xii~ 

The ovaries had the usual ~ituation; there were small ovisacs in segment xiv. 
The prostates and two kinds of penial setae are as for the typica1 form. The sper

mathecae however present one of th~ peculiar features which distinguish this worm 
as a separate variety; there aTe two diverti~ula,. small, sessile, attached about :the 
middle of the duct. 

Remarks :-The two spermathec.al diverticula,. and the fact that the clitellum is 
not saddle-shaped throughout its extent, seem to warrant the separation of this form 
as a distinct variety. 

Diehogaster, affinis (Mchlsn.). 
Baroda, W. India, in a garden. IO·vii-1917. R. Prashad. Two specimens. 
Bombay, under a tree near the Fort. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. A single specimen. 
Bombay, Elephanta Island, in a rotten treE'. 30-vi-1917. B. Prashad. FO~lr specimens. 

Diehogaster era wi, Eisen. 
Pashok, 3500. ft., Darjiling Dist.,· E. Himalayas. l-12-x-1917. F. ·H. Gravely. A ~ingle 

specimen. 

Remarks :-This species has not hitherto been recorded from India; it was des
cribe~ by Eisen from the Pacific Coa~t of N. America, and its occurrence in· India 
Dlay thus be compared with that of D. bolaui subsp.-palmicola (12). 

Subfam. OONERODRILINAE. 

Genus Q e n e rod r i 1 u s 
Oenerodrilus (Oenerodrilus} oceideIitalis, Eisen. 

Bombay. June 1915. N. B. Kinnear. A number of ~pecimens. 
Kotah, Rajputana. 14-vii-1917. B. Prashad. A number of specimens. 

The specimens of th,e batch from Kotah show some-of the c;haracters of Eisen's 
yare arizonae. I have previously on a similar occasion (9) had the opportunity of con
firming Michaelsen's opinion of the non-validity of this variety. 

Fanl. GLOSSOSCOLEOIDAE 

Subfam. GLOSSOSOOLEOIN AE. 

Genus P 0 n t.o s e ole X • 

Pontoseolex eorethrurus (Fr. Mull.). 
Bombay. June 1915. N. B. Kinnear. Two specimens, immature. 
Poona, W. India; Empress Gardens. 3-vii-1917. B Prashad. Seventeen specimens. some 

immature. 

Subfam. MIGROOHAETINAE. 

Genus G 1 Y phi d r i 1 u s 
Glyphidrilus papillatus (Rosa). 

Lucknow. 15-i-1918. G. S. Thapar A pumber of specimens 
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The worm has been described by Rosa from BUI;ma, from a single specimen which 
was not in very goqd condition, and not fully mature. As I have had a considerable 
!l1umber· of exa~ples, carefully preserved by Mr. Thapar, to whom my thanks are 
due for these interesting specimens, I give below a fairly complete description. 

External Oharacters :-Length 120 mm.; diameter at and in front of the clitellar 
region 3 mm., behind the clitellum 2 mm. Colour flesh-colour or greyish, no distinct 
'pigmentation; a slightly darker mid-dorsal stripe. The posterior half of the body is 
flattened on the dorsal side, and even concave in the hinder third; the ventral sur
face is flattened or slightly concave for the greater part of ' its extent. Segments 202 
in the example which was counted;' Segment vi is biannulate, vii is triannular, and 
sg are viii and ix, but these may be further subdivided; the succeeding segments as 
far as xv are bi- or triannulate. The anterior end of the body is tapering; the pos
t,erior end becomes gradua.lly thinner also. 

The prostomium is large,.zygol~bous, and triangular. Dorsal pores are absent. 
The setae are paired; behind the clitellum, the section of the body being some

what quadrangular, the couples are ·at ~he four angles; ab is a little less than half aa, 
is-equal to half be, and is equal to ed; dd is a little but not much greater than aa. 
The setae become very· small in front of the clitellum, and also wider apart. In the 
JlOSterior part of the body the setae are still at the angles, but the intervals are rather 
iIlferent; dd becomes'larger ana bc smaller; ab = iaa = half be = cd = ,dd. 

Under close examination the anterior segments showed rings of Ininute pits; 
these were on the middle annulus where the segments were multiannular; possibly 
they represent sense organs. 

The clitellum is, rather indefinite in its extent; beginning at segment xvi it ex
tends back to xxvi-xxxiv. The wing-like ridges extend ventro-Iaterally along each 
side from segment xviii to xxiii, xxiv, xxv, or the anterior part of xxvi; they arise 
from the body-wall outside the line of the ventral setal couples. 

The char~cteristic papillae are large, round, flattep,ed or slightly depressed in the 
middle, and - sit1,lated on the .posterior parts of the segments. They are lateral or 
median; the former series occur in line with or slightly dorsal to the attachment of 
the'winglike.folds of the body-wall, are usually paired, and may be found on any 
of the segments x-xvii, as well as occasionally on xxiii, xxv, or xxvi; they are con1-
It;lonest on xiii-xvii, especially xv-xvii~ The median papillae are not so common as 
the lateral; I have found them only on xi-xv, and xvii and xviii. Median papillae 
may be absent altogether; the lateral papillae may be as few as two pairs, or t,vo on 
one side and one only on the other. 

Internal Anatomy :--Th-e first definite septum is 4/5, which is thin; 5/6 is slightly, 
6/7-9/10 moderately, and a few succeeding ones slightly thickened. 

The gizzard is in segments vii and viii; septum 7/8 is adherent to it at about 
its middle, but there is no constriction there; it is rather snlall, being no wide~' than 
the preceding segments, and is fairly soft. The intestine begins in segn1ent xvi. 

Hearts are present in segments x and xi, and, in the specin1en dissected, on the 
right side in ix also. 
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There was much flocculent matter in segments x and fi, and,much of it wa.s ten!
cious and iridescent, seeming to indicate the presence of seminal funnels; but, neither 
t.estes nor funnels were actually identified. The seminal vesicles are four pairs, but 
they are not always symmetrical in each segment; thus in ix there was a large one 
on the right, a small one on the left, while in x the condition was the opposite; in 
xi there was a separate ro:und lobe on the left side in addition to the normal vesicle. 
The vesicles are usually deeply'lobed. 

There were no prostates. 
The ovaries have the usual situation. I can confirnl the presence of ovisacs in 

xiv; there appears to be a pair of exactly similar structures in xv. 
The spermathecae, which were not present in Rosa's specime~, are in four series 

on each side, each series consisting of a transverse row of five, opening in furrows 
13/14-16/17. In addition there was a single one on the right side opening in I2/I3. 
Each spermatheca is a snlall ovoid or irregularly elongated saccule, its blind end direct
ed backwards, and t.he whole adherent to the b~dy-wall. The position of the five 
organs on each side is thus :-one in each of the lines a, b, c, and d, and one between 
band c. 

l. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Fanl. LUM,BRICIDAE. 

G'en us H e 1 0 d r i 1 us. 

Helodrilus caliginosus (Sav.) var. trapezoides (Ant. Dug.). 
Mount Abu, S. Hajputana. Col. J. l\ianners-Srnith. March 1918. Very numerous specimens. 
Nasl'atabad, Seistan, l~ Persia, from a garden. 25-xi-1918. N. Annandale and S. W. Ke.mp. 

A number of specimens. 

Helodrilus parvus (Eisen). 
Partabgarh, S. Rajputana. Feb. 1918 Col. ~l. Manners-Smith. A single specimen. 

Beddard, F. E. 
Michaelsen, W. 
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